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CHAPTER I
SSCTION I
STATEI^IENT OF TEE PROBLEM
PURPOSE
Knowledge acquired can sometimes become a type of
personal adornment to be displayed or worn proudly. Learning
loses its purpose unless, through its "being shared with others,
some good is accomplished. Because of a personal interest in
music for children, a field was sought where a study of a
music situation would benefit yoTing people.
The social settlements situated in neighborhoods where
insecurity is part of everyday existence appeared to be a
field where study might produce helpful suggestions. Although
settlements are of value to the entire community, their work
with children is of special importance, since through the
activities offered them wise use of leisure hours is estab-
lished. The undertaking of a survey covering the extent of
music activities in settlements, the manner of conducting them,
their general needs and problems offered an opportunity for
truly profitable research.
METHODS
Methods for gathering data varied because of the dif-
ferent locations of the Houses, their musical backgrounds or
personal acquaintance with the staff. The project covered
approximately two years, since most surveys had to be conducted
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again because of incomplete returns due to curtailed programs
during war years. Letters with a quest ionnaire^ were sent to
each settlement, and with few exceptions, personal visits were
made to each House and time spent in observation or participa-
tion in the regular program. Centers with no tabulations
failed to reply after having been contacted three times. Set-
tlement Houses in Rhode Island and Massachusetts were chosen
because their convenience of location allowed for observation
of activities and interviews with leading personalities in the
field of social music.
For purposes of clarity, survey findings were put under
twelve headings in order that all answers to the same question
could be compared. Settlements listed are both federated and
unfederated. The National Federation of Settlements in New
York and the United Settlements of Greater Boston supplied
addresses of federated Houses. Community Chest or Red Feather
agencies furnished addresses of unfederated centers.
Findings showed a lack of supervision and leadership
for music classes. There was also a definite need for a writ-
ten guide applicable to settlement music activities, through
which volunteers handling classes without guidance could be
helped. Since more research seemed expedient on the remedial
side thsin on the conducting of an even more extensive survey,
the Music Handbook For Settlement Houses was written^ from
which much of the material in Chapter VIII is taken.
1 See Appendix A

3SECTION II
A SETTLEMENT HOUSE DEFINED
As a rule, settlement houses are located in congested,
tenement areas, often, in districts where the foreign born
have settled. Their staffs are well trained in social service
and in meeting individual, family and community problems
arising from poverty or lack of opportunity. Centers are
usually staffed with one headworker and a girl's and a boy's
headworker supplemented by as many leaders (full or part-time)
which the budget allows. Volunteers may be used as assistants
to leaders, or activities may be conducted by them under the
guidance of the headworker. Settlements are financed through
the Community Chest or Red Feather agencies. Some Houses are
privately endowed as well, giving them an opportunity for more
extensive and varied programs.
Activities for both children and adults are conducted
through clubs or classes which give instruction in such sub-
jects as crafts, cooking, art, music, athletics, etc. Yearly
exhibits or festivals demonstrate the accomplishments of the
various groups.
The neighborhood comes to the settlement for services
ranging from child care to legal advice. Help is given in a
constructive manner, so that besides giving immediate as-
sistance, progress is made towairds removing the social need
1
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for the giving of that particular kind of help.^
The definition of a settlement as a "family living in
a neighborhood"^ covers the subject rather fully, for a true
faunily extends understanding, sympathy and encouragement
—
qualities which a settlement endeavors to foster.
1 Holden, Arthur C., The Settlement Idea - A Vision of
Justice
.
(New York: MacMillan Company, 1932} p. 39
2 Ibid; p. 190
€
CHAPTER II
A BRIEF HISTORY OF SSTTLEllENT HOUSES^
The exact "beginning of the settlement is difficult to
trace, as the ideas "behind the ultimate foundation of settle-
ments date back as far as the Wesleyan revival during the
second half of the eighteenth century, when thoughtful people
became more sensitive to the appeal of misery.
Some examples of social improvement during this period
are the achievements of John Howard in securing progressive
prison legislation, of William Wiiberforce in bringing about
the abolition of Negro slavery and the untiring work of
Robert Owen towards the abolishing of factory evils and the
establishing of better working hours and conditions. Writers
and thinkers having had a lasting eifect upon the awakening
of people's consciousness t07/ards the need for social improve-
ment sire Thomas Oarlyle, who taught that society is a living
unity and fellowship, John Stuart Mill, who challenged the
attention of universities with a demand for more equitable
distribution of wealth, and Oharles Dickens, who through his
writings awakened a keener sense for reform in education,
housing, administration of relief and the care of prisoners.
The short era known as Christian Socialism, with
Fredrick Denison Maurice as its spiritual guide was an
1 Woods, Robert, and Kennedy, Albert J,, The Settlement
Horizons ^New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1922)
pp. 2-29
•
important step towards the beginning of social reform, its
exponents being filialy attached to university and church.
The unique distinction of the Christian Socialists was the
persistence with which members tested their large aims
through actual local situations experienced by themselves.
One of the steps undertaken by this group which was in part
an antecedent oi" the settlement idea, was the foundation of
the London Workingmen' s College where Maurice hoped to place
the fruits of ripest culture at the disposal of working
people, 0utst8.nding instructors at the Workingmen' s College
leaving a lasting influence towards social awakening were
John Ruskin, Fume Jones, Rosetti and Watts. Later Maurice,
Ruskin and Arnold held chairs in the leading universities in
England, These lea.ders strengthened the theory that the
universities must find some direct contact with industrial
issues and come into terms oi understanding and interchange
with working class life.
The question now being asked at the universities was
how the spiritual possessions of those favored by education
could be introduced into the lives of wage earners. As early
as 1867, James Stuart began the extension of university teach-
ing by giving lectures under academical standards in manu-
facturing towns. Through his being able to secure the adoption
of this plan by Cambridge, Oxford and London universities, the
channel was opened for contact between university men and
communities
.
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From Oxford University the movement had a more
objective form in the work oi the first actual settlement
pioneer, Edward Denison. Since Denison was looking forward
to a career in the House of Commons, he felt that as a prepara-
tion for understanding human problems, personal acquaintance
with the life of toil and poverty would be of help. Through
the London Society for the Relief of Distress, duties were
assigned to him in connection with one oi its East End
branches. Denison resolved to take up dwellings in the dis-
trict where he worked, and consequently went to live in
Stepney, an area sorely in need or an influence such as his.
Denison soon established his theory that an initial
step in the recovery oi decayed neighborhoods must be to bring
into the districts educated laymen having the desire not only
to help but to share their learning and cultural profits with
the working people in the community. Denison* s theory of
association between rich and poor for the mutual benefit of
each group wa.s destined to establish the loundation of a new
form 01 social faith. After Denison' s death, among outstanding
personalities in the field of social and religious reform were
Edmund Holland, William Fremantle and Samuel Barnett , who was
to have a definite influence upon the settlement idea.
In 1872, Barnett accepted the vicarage of St. Jude's,
Whitechapel, considered by the Bishop of London as the most
wretched parish in the diocese. Because he wished to develop
a ministry of the higher sentiments of life, Barnett took up
f
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as Denison had done, the enlisting of university young men for
service in the community. Upon one of his visits to Oxford,
Barnett met Arnold Toynbee, soon to become an influential
figure of his day, Toynbee' s contribution to the settlement
idea lies in his belief of first-hand contact between univer-
sity and working men not only for the fulfillment of the life
of each group but for the welfare of the nation. Although this
idea had been put forth before, Toynbee' s earnestness and
sincerity gave it added impetus. So great was his zeal that
as a result of a vigorous campaign of platform speaking, he
died at only thirty-one years of age.
However, his followers, inspired by his ideals, con-
tinued to carry on his work. In 1884, Barnett finally suc-
ceeded in establishing a house in the poorer section of London
where university men could live and gain close personal ac-
quaintance with the working class and their problems. As a
memorial to the ideals and works of Arnold Toynbee, it was
named Toynbee Hall, destined to become the beginning of a long
line of settlement houses stretching even to America.
In 1886, Dr. Stanton Ooit, an American, went to live
at Toynbee Eall , determined to undertake a similar enterprise
in New York. Upon his return. Dr. Ooit established residence
in the lower east -side of New York. Through the founding of
clubs for young people, Ooit obtained a foothold and in 1887
the first social settlement in America, "The Neighborhood
Guild" was established. In 1889, the "College Settlement"
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made up of representative college women was opened in New York
City. In that same year, Jane Addams and Ellen Gates Starr
established "Hull House"
,
probably the most famous social
settlement in America. Two years later the "East Side House"
in New York was founded. In that same year, "Andover House"
(since 1895 "South End House") was established in Boston,
The five years between 1886 and 1891 constituted the
introductory stage of American settlements. There now
developed not only individual settlements, but a settlement
spirit and a desire for fresh endeavors. Experienced leaders
offered advice and help as new settlements were founded.
Outstanding centers which soon followed were the "College
Settlement" in Philadelphia and "Denison House" in Boston,
both established in 1892, the "Nurses' Settlement" on Henry
Street in New York founded in 1893, and the "Union Settlement"
and "Union Theological Seminary" both established in New York
City in 1895. Boston followed v;ith the founding of "Hale
House" in 1895 and "Peabody House" in 1896.
No discussion of the launching of the settlement move-
ment in America would be complete without the name of Jacob A.
Riis. Though not primarily a settlement worker, his writings
had a direct influence upon the foundation of these Houses by
bringing home to the nation a knowledge of living conditions
in industrial quarters.
Any history of a movement must perforce be a series of
important events, dates and outstanding names. If the ideals

behind the settlement movement could be recorded, they would
make more inspiring reading. These young pioneers .cherished
but meager hope of financial assistance or moral support, yet,
they pressed onward. As one author states, "They possessed
assurance of faith in the human value of what they had to
bring, in the kindly, considerate good will of many of the
people among whom they were to live, and in the simplicity,
freedom, and not to be denied validity of the neighborly
relationship,"^
1 Woods and Kennedy, op. cit
.
^ P. 52
f
CHAPTER III
AIII OR PURPOSE 0? SETTLEI;I5ITT HOUSES
The specific aims or purposes of any one settlement
are varied depending upon its location and needs of the
neighborhood* However, the giving of service to everyone
regardless of race, color or creed is the general aim. of
all settlements. Since a settlement's contact with the
individual is through the community, yrj "becoming a center
of information, organi^sation and service a better type of
community life is brought about. Workers not only try to
eradicate a neighborhood's problems but to remove, if possible,
the cause of the evil. This could range from eliminating the
spread of disease through the correcting of unsanitary
conditions, to the che eld.ng of juvenile delinquency by
substituting worthy use of leisure hours in place of pool
parlors or back yard dice games.
The settlement tries to interpret the best in America
to its foreign born neighbors, and in turn, to cultivate for
America what people from other countries have brought to her.
From a sociail standpoint, a settlement's staff strives to
organize the cultural, artistic and intellectual interests
of the neigiiborhood into strong and lasting groups with the
Ileighborhood House as a meeting place. Attempts are made
to overcome class and race prejudices, and to bring neighbors
together as friends, encouraging contributions for the common
good, numerous services are extended to the foreign born,
•1
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especially in finding employment and contacting helpful
agencies .-^
Although settlements extend a helping hand to adults,
their true field is in working with young people. Since
settlements can reach deeper levels of the child's life
through first hand knowledge of home conditions and parental
attitudes, prolDlems can be solved that the schools would find
difficult to understajid. Because mainy parents are not
American born, there is often conflict between Old World
traditions and modern viewpoints. The settlement tries to
open an understanding of the American way of life to these
parents, and to advocate tolerance for Old World traditions
to young people. In general, from the time a child enters
a settlement, he is cared for and guided. Classes and
activities are maintained in as many fields as possible, for
the purpose of discovering vocational possibilities and
establishing better use of leisure hours. A contribution is
made towards his education and persona^l growth.
In summary, the general aims toward which every settle-
ment, whether situated in a Negro district or in Chinatown, is
constantly striving are;
1. The establishing of neighborly feelings, resulting
as far as possible in tolerance, better under-
standing and the overcoming of racial prejudices.
1 Simkovitch, Mary, The Settlement Primer (New York:
National Federation of Settlements, 1926) p. 1
r
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2« To give the neighborhood immediate assistance for
its problems, "but as far as possible to eliminate
the cause in order that the neighborhood might
help itself,
3. To help the foreign born achieve greater partici-
pation in industry, vocations and higher leisure
time activities*
4* In turn, to help Americans imderstand ajid
appreciate what the foreign bom have to contribute
to our way of life.
5# To act as a social center or meeting ground for
neighborhood and community functions*
6. To hold classes and maintain activities for as
many eiges as possible, paving the way for
vocational possibilities and leisure time pursuits.
7# To raise the ideals of life and to deepen
1
spiritual values*
1 Volunteer Guide For Boston Settlements (United
Settlements of Greater Boston) p. 1
c
CHAPTER IV
IIEED FOR SETTT.KT'i7.ITT HOITSSS
Since our society is 30 constituted Y/ith its racial
and religious prejudices, persons liTing in settlement area^s
especially need guidance and help. Thousands of dollars are
Taeing spent yearly upon the distri "station of propagaJida
literature seelcing to instill further racial and religious
hatred among us. Settlements are, as a rule, in districts
;
where the foreign horn have settled. Often, they are
\
misunderstood and made ohjects of ridio^als "because of the
1
seeming difference "between their customs and ours. Within
I
the neighborhood itself there is suspicion and misunderstand-
ing due to further mixtures of races and religions. Another
prohlem is presented hy the children of foreign horn parents*
On the one hand they have the outside world vdth its modem
education and standards, while at home there is Old World
tradition, restraint and even horror at the liberties allowed
American youngsters.
For situations like these, there is a great need for
settlements. Staffed as they are with persons especially
trained for such types of social problems, the settlement
esin "become a great unifying force "by opening the viay towards
"better understanding and tolerance of the foreign "bom for
Americans, and helping the foreign horn, in turn, to under-
stand and accept our customs and manner of living. A
settlement fills the need for finding employment, locating
1
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vocational possibilities, serving as a meeting place or social
center and fulfilling the countless duties that would befall
a center of this na.ture. It is the first place to which the
neighborhood, when in trouble or doubt, will turn to as a
place for information, service and help.
For cnildren reared in these districts, the settlement
fills a strong need. Tenement -bred yo\ing people often fail to
achieve goals easily within their powers because of lax
associations or wrong types of home environments. Through
encouragement and guidajice, youngsters are shown the way for
further education, instruction and personal advancement,!
Settlement workers see delinquency "in the making" whether
due to inadequate opportunities for recreation, poverty, poor
home conditions, corruption by an older person or other
contributing factors. Because workers can understand the
street comer temptations of settlement neighborhoods, many
Houses have representatives in juvenile courts ready to
explain seemingly baffling situations to magistrates, and
willing to assume responsibility for the preventing of their
reoccurrance .2
Every effort is bent towards drawing youngsters away
from the paths of delinquency towards profitable spending of
1 Woods and Kennedy, a£. cit..
, p. 309
2 Ibid : p. 268
Ii
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leisure time. Hot only do settlements substitute for street
comer temptations, "but they do their utmost to eliminate
the root of these evils. Settlements serve as desirable
centers for young people where they can receive instruction,
conduct social and athletic events and, in some measure,
satisfy the eternal craving of adolescence for new experiences.
The settlement fills another want by supplementing the lessons
of the schools. Home environments are often limited and
barren of any intellectual stimulation. In the settlement,
the young person finds a challenge for the knowledge gained
in schools and learns to associate his learning with the
commiinity's needs. Through his work as a volunteer he may
become an assistant or leader of a settlement class, thus
broadening his experiences and transmitting his knowledge
towards the needs of the community.
Many contend that if the social conditions leading to
poor housing conditions, congestion and lack of recreational
facilities were removed, there would be no "sIujh" districts,
hence, no need for settlements'. This is quite true and most
ideal. However, the fact remains that our society today is
rampajit with racial and religious prejudices, and until such
time that through tolerance and understanding, ignorance and
fear can be eradicated from our social picture, there will
always be a need and place for such agencies as the social
settlements.
In conclusion, though the needs for settlements are
c
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numerous, the following may be listed as most outstanding:
1. Through advocating tolerance and understanding,
the settlement fulfills the need of eliminating,
as much as possible, racial and religious
prejudices.
2« The foreign born and their children are helped
through being shown an understanding of the
American way of life.
2. The settlement fulfills the need of finding
employment, contacting helpful agencies and
giving recourse in time of trouble or need*
4. Through the settlement, sources of Juvenile
delinquencj'' are checked and profitable activities
substituted for leisure hours.
5. ^jVhere home environments are limited, knowledge
gained in the schools is supplemented b^r
settlement classes.
6. The settlement serves as an outlet towards further
developnent of a young person's capacities
through his work as a volunteer.
{
CHAPTER V
THE PLACE OF MUSIC IN SETTLEMENT HOUSES
In a settlement house, reaching deeper levels of life
than are usually sought in other social centers, music can
play a very important part, hy uniting members of different
races and creeds in a common interest. Settlements are
surrounded by neighbors of many nationalities, each nationality
often having outstanding musical capacities that can be
developed into very satisfying accomplishments. In a New York
settlement, Russians organized a balalaika orchestra, Ukranians
and Jews began musical groups, and Poles inaugurated a folk
dancing society. Through a combined yearly program, they were
joined together by the common love of a beautiful thing.
Naturally, not every neighborhood will be able to
organize itself into outstanding musical groups but music
could become a House project through other methods. One of
the best ways with which to start is through community sings
given at regular intervals. From successful community sings
to choruses the step is not so great. Persons with special
aptitudes could be encoura.ged to form groups such as folk
dancing, bands, fife and drum corps, etc., using the settlement
as a meeting place. For adults, any musical group would serve
as a conducive means towards friendliness, better understanding
and good will.
However, as much as adult musical groups have their
(
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place in settlements, it is for the young people that music
should play an important part. Every child should have his
chaJice to make music and to acquire a capacity for self-
expression. Because they are in closer touch with the under-
privileged child through contact with the homes, settlement
workers can do much towards bringing those children some music
education. This could range from rhythm "bands for the younger
children to record listening lounges for the teen-agers.
Of late, the words "juvenile delinquency" have come
forward a great deal. It is not the "juveniles" who are
"delinquent" hut parents and society who have not given proper
substitutes to these youngsters with which to replace tempta-
tions overrunning their neighborhoods. In all settlements
there is the need to provide opportunities for leisure time
pursuits that will endure. Music is one hobby that is not
only endurable but suitable lor all ages from the nursery
school music to adult orchestras. For adolescent boys and
girls, music can become an outlet for stored up energy, emotion
and general tension. Since most settlement music activities
are attained through group participation, all the benefits
which accompany ensemble work will be derived. It would seem
that a good music program with the uplifting qualities that
are part of it could give manifold returns by opening new
avenues of education, appreciation and usefulness in adult
years to follow. The fact that music school settlements show
an overwhelming enrollment of students proves that these
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children not only need music as part of their lives but have
a desire for it.
can help haindicapped children. Through their close contact
with the homes, workers can "be ot special aid in helping
these youngsters share in music activities with other children.
By "becoming part of a musical group, they no longer feel
isolated or shut -off from hoys and girls their own age.
Social contacts are re-established for them and in some small
measure the shadow is lifted from their lives.
lead. Former settlement students have become members of our
leading symphony orchestras, artists and conductors. Their
road might have been much longer and more confusing and
arduous if settlement workers had not extended a helping hsuid.
In conclusion, the following may be considered a brief
summary of tne place of music in settlements:
1. Music has a place in settlements as a social force
where people of different nationalities ajid creeds
can unite in the common love of a beautiful thing,
2. From small beginnings, lasting neighborhood
musical units can be developed.
3. For yo\ing people, music activities in settlements
Mention should be made of how music in a settlement
Finally, one never knows where new horizons might
will offer healthful substitutes for less profit-
able leisure time pursuits.
4. The group participation will stimulate cooperation.

sociability and satisfaction in attainment.
Music can serve as an emotional outlet in these
areas where insecurity often "breeds emotional
disturbances
.
Through music in settlements, the handicapped
child* s life is made more full.
Musical training received in settlement: may open
channels leading to successful musical careers.
cI
•1
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CHAPTER VI
A SURVEY OF IIUSIC ACTIVITIES IN RHODE ISLAND AND MSSACHUSETTS
SETTLEMENT HOUSES
The purpose of this survey was to discover the extent
of music activities in Rhode Island and Massachusetts settlement
houses, by whom they were conducted, their general needs,
problems, said suggestions. As previously stated, this was done
through a questionnaire^ sent to each settlement, or as a
result of personal visits, interviews and participation in the
progrsims
.
Forty-two settlements were contacted, including three
music schools; four were in Rhode Island, thirty in Boston,
and eight in other Massachusetts cities. Replies were received
from thirty -three centers, 2 Houses listed as not replying
were contacted three times.
Locations and number of Houses were as follows:
Rhode Island
Cities Number of Houses
Natick One
Peace Dale One
Providence Two
1 See Appendix A.
2 Complete reports from each settlement will be found in
Appendices B, C, D, ajid E.
ce
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MASSACHUSETTS
Cities Number of Houses
Boston Thirty
Fall River One
Northampton One
Salem One
Springfield Two
West Springfield One
Winthrop One
Worcester One
Rhode Island Settlement Houses
There are four settlement houses in Rhode Island, one
each in Natick and Peace Dale, and two in Providence. They are
staffed with a headworker, a girl*s and a boy's headworker, and
part-time workers and voliinteers varying in number according
i to the size, budget, activities and needs of the House. The
'Red Feather agencies help in the financing of these settlements
as well as some funds being received from private endowments.
Since only one settlement answered the questionnaire,
a general res\ime rather than an exact report must be given.
There is no general music director in these settlements. Each
House carries on its activities separa.tely by means of volun-
teers or part-time teachers. Of the two Providence centers,
Nickerson House maintains an outstanding music department.
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Music instructors, here, have always been of a high caliber,
conducting large classes in instrumental and ensemble work.
The yearly concerts given by the Nickerson House orchestras
have made outstanding musical contributions to the community.
Federal Hill House has some music activities but lack of in-
formation makes the exact number and type difficult to
determine.
Boston Settlement Houses
In Boston suid its vicinity, there are approximately
twenty-seven settlement houses auid three settlement music
schools. Some of these centers have annexes, making the total
number of buildings more than twenty-seven, but the main offices
stem from these. Each House is staffed with at least one
headworker and a girl's and a boy's headworker. These are
supplemented by volunteers or part-time workers varying in
number according to the size, needs and activities of the House.
All settlements are under the general directorship of
the United Settlements of Greater Boston which has a staff of
president, first and second vice-presidents, secretary,
executive secretary and treasurer. Boston settlements are
financed through the Red Feather agency and East Boston centers
through the Hyams Fund. Many Houses receive private endowments
and yearly support from individuals or organizations, enabling
these settlements to have larger staffs and more extensive
programs. General music activities are under the guidance of
fi
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the Boston Community Recreation Association where music, records
and general suggestions may be obtained.
Surveys show that music classes or activities are
handled almost completely by volunteers or staff members with
other responsibilities. No House employs a full-time music
instructor. Classes or groups are very small and activities
indefinite, relying upon the type of volunteers the House may
happen to have. Houses with larger staffs are able to maintain
more music activities, but even these fluctuate in interest
with the ability of the current volunteer. The varying types
of neighborhoods present problems peculiar to that district,
making it sometimes difficult to obtain volunteers, yet there
is a strong desire for music. Every report emphasizes the need
for leadership. Headworkers are most anxious to make music
an important House activity, but the lack of instructors makes
the task difficult. Musical groups which they requested were
of a high caliber, the stress being on choral groups for
children. Emphasis was also placed on the need for adolescent
music activities. Regardless of the specific type requested,
each report agreed that music classes should hold an important
place in a settlement's program.
c
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Settlement Houses in Massachusetts
(Boston Excluded)
In addition to those in Boston, there are approximately
eight settlement houses in Massachusetts, located as follows:
Cities Number of Houses
Fall River One
Northampton One
Salem One
Springfield Two
West Springfield One
Winthrop One
Worcester One
These are staffed with a headworker, a boy's ajid a
girl's headworker, and volunteer and part-time staff members,
according to the size and needs of the Houses. Community Chest
or Red Feather agencies finance these settlements with addi-
tional funds coming from individuals or organizations.
Of eight Houses contacted, only two gave indication of
some music work. This was of a spare nature, and over short
periods, classes being instructed mainly by volunteers. The
need for leadership was very apparent
.
(I
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Music Settlement Schools
This study is not a survey of those settlement houses
teaching only music since they are in a group by themselves and
cater in most instances to talented children or to those
aspiring towards musical careers. However, any research of
settlement house music activities would be incomplete without
touching upon the splendid work done by the settlement music
schools
.
Within the district this survey covered, there were
three such schools all in the vicinity of Boston, These are
situated, just as are all settlements, in the congested,
tenement areas where opportunities for musical instruction are
very few. Faculties oi settlement music schools consist of
outstanding teachers and specialists with not only a musical
background, but a knowledge of the social problems presented
"by their work. Payment for instruction is kept at a low rate
(as little as fifty cents a lesson) . Classes are for those not
able to pay more, but it is a policy of the House to accept
whomever applies with the request that pupils able to do so
would contribute something towards the financial aid of the
settlement. Many of these schools oner a three or four year
diploma course with all the subjects which such a course would
include. Instrumental work is taught through private lessons,
with enrollments usually far beyond the number of teachers.
Settlement music schools have made excellent records.
Many of our leading conductors and artists received their start
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through them. The three Boston settlements in the survey! are
outstanding, with teachers of excellent reputation on their
faculties. Their students consist not only of people within
the immediate neighborhood, but of persons coming from various
sections of the state in order to study with outstainding faculty
members
.
1 See Appendix E.

CHAPTER VII
FINDINGS AND GONOLUSIQNS
PART I
FINDINGS
The following tabulations include findings of the entire
survey. Forty-two Rhode Island and Massachusetts settlement
houses were contacted, including three settlement music schools.
Questionnaires were answered by thirty-three Houses; twenty-
seven were from Boston centers, two from settlements in other
Massachusetts cities, and one from a Rhode Island House. Since,
with the exception of the Boston centers, replies received were
somewhat inadequate, it seemed advisable to combine all returns
rather than divide them into the four main groups. The follow-
ing tabulations are for thirty settlements. Because of the
specialized nature of their progrsims, the three settlement
music schools are tabulated separately.^ The findings are
listed in the order that they appear in the questionnaire.
1. Directed music activities were held by sixteen
settlements during 1945-1946.
a. Fourteen settlements had none.
b. Eight settlements offered piano lessons.
2. Directed music activities were held by eighteen
settlements during 1946-1947.
a. Twelve settlements had none.
"b. Eight settlements offered piano lessons.
1 See Appendix E
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3, Leadership most depended upon was:
a. Staff member with other responsihilities
eleven Houses
.
h. Volunteers Ei^nt Houses.
c. Part-time paid workers six Houses.
d. Full time music instructor (during s\iraraer
program) one House
.
e. No reply four Houses.
4, Qualification considered most necessary for
leadership required:
Ability to teach children.
5, Adult groups were held by eleven settlements
during 1945-1946.
Nineteen settlements ha.d none.
6, Adult groups were held by fifteen settlements
during 1946-1947.
Fifteen had none.
7, Special groups were held by eight settlements
auring 1945-1946.
Twenty -two had none,
8, Special groups were held by eleven settlements
during 1946-1947.
Nineteen had none,
9, Summer music activities (1946) were held by nine
settlements
,
Twenty-one had none.
r
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10. Age level needing most instruction:
Answers varied as to exact age, but an early
age was advocated for the laying of a foundation
towards future years,
11. Groups most desired were:
a. Choral Groups,
"b. General Singing,
c. Folk Dancing,
12. The most outstanding need was:
Leadership (Every report stated a need for
volunteers or part-time paid workers).
c
TABLE NO. I
DIRECTED MUSIC ACTIVITIES FOR THIRTY RHODE ISLAND
AND lUSSACHUSETTS SETTLEMENT HOUSES.
1945-1946 1946-1947
Yes No Yes No
Directed Music
Activities 16 14 18 12
Adult Groups 11 19 15 15
Special Groups 8 22 11 19
Piano Lessons 8 22 8 22
Summer Music
Activities
(1946) 9 21
TABLE NO. II
TYPES OF LEADERSHIP RELIED UPON FOR THIRTY RHODE
ISLAND ANjJ MASSACHUSETTS SETTLEMENT HOUSES.
Type of Leader shiD Number of Houses
Staff raemter with other
responsibilities 11
Volunteers 8
Part-time paid workers 6
Full time music instructor
(during summer program) 1
No reply 4
c
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TABLE NO. Ill
GROUPS MOST DESIRED
OrPUPS Times Mentioned
viii±Qxcn 8 ononiB
woiuniu.niuy oxugB vJ
Folk Dancing c0
coys unoTus Arr
Young People' s Chorus
Orchestra •zO
Operetta •z
liiSbenmg r^rogram o
r oxK oongs
>^XiI^XXi^ <>«CIIUCD
narmonica -oanci
>jfix±s vnoruo
aULIXX u wiJLOX U.O 2
o
Cj
xViiy uxun ijaiiu. ?
Instruction In Piaino 2
Music for Nursery School 2
Piano Class 1
Mothers Singing Group 1
Musical Entertainment 1
Flute Class 1
Drum and Bugle Corps 1
c
PART II
CONCLUSIONS
Survey results showed a similar situation regarding
music activities in both Rhode Island 8.nd Massachusetts settle-
ment houses. Although findings reported a slight increase
during 1946-47 as compared with 1945-46, music activities were
small in number, indefinite, and lacked leadership.
Boston Houses showed the most interest in music classes.
Of twenty-seven centers contacted, all replied, with twenty-two
reporting some music activities. Only two out of eight other
Massachusetts settlements returned the questionnaire. Music
groups in these two Houses were small and were conducted for
only a few months during each season. The one Rhode Island
House replying gave evidence of an active music department.
choruses, in preparation for the presentation of operettas,
were conducted more than other music activities. Special
music activities were few and consisted mainly of small or-
chestral groups. Piano lessons were offered by a limited
number oi Houses. A small percentage of settlements held a
summer music program. The remaining music activities, both
children's and adults', were so varied that a detailed listing
is difficult.-^
Survey returns showed that children's and adults'
1 See Appendices B, C, D, and E for summaries of music
activities offered by each settlement in the survey.
4
Throughout the survey, a strong need for guidance and
leadership was indicated. Music activities were found to "be
conducted by staff members already overburdened with other
duties, or by volunteers v/ith little training or musical back- i
ground. Classes fluctuated in interest with the enthusiasm of
the volunteer in chairge. Many of these volunteers were left
i
unguided because of inability of headworkers to supervise
music instruction. Yet, every headworker desired music groups,
I
and each strongly emphasized the need for supervision and
leadership of music activities. The music groups requested
j
were of a high caliber. Emphasis was placed upon the need for I
music classes for younger children as a means of laying a
foundation for future yeaxs, with children's choruses being
especially requested. Although the desire for music in
settlements was strong, lack of leadership for classes made it
difficult for headworkers to organize worthwhile programs.
The poor condition of buildings and of equipment hindered,
even further, the organizing of good music groups.
There are several steps which might be taken to help
the music situation in settlements. The first of these would
be the establishing of a fund whereby a music director for
settlements could be appointed on a full-time basis for the
sole purpose of supervising music activities in settlement
houses. Kis background should consist of musical training
and experience, teaching ability, and knowledge of social
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work, especially that pertaining to settlements which, because
of their type oi neighborhoods, present somewhat different
problems. Duties of such a director would include the securing
and placement of workers (full, part-time or volunteer) with
sufficient musical background and knowledge of settlements to
conduct classes. Volunteers might be obtained from various
sources, but principally from schools for social service
requiring a certain number of hours in field work as part of
their curriculum. Junior League members also provide excel-
lent possibilities.
Further duties would include planning a general
program of music activities for all settlements and specific
prograjns when the need was indicated. Periodic visits to each
House would be made for the purpose of initiating new programs
or giving assistance. The director would have charge of a
central library of music and records suitable for settlement
music activities. Occasionally, under the general supervision
of the director, a music festival would be given, with re-
presentative groups from each settlement combined in one
program. This could be used as an incentive for instilling
more interest in settlement music classes.
The second step is that of compiling a written guide
or handbook suitable for settlement music activities, by which
persons teaching classes could be guided. The handbook should
contain suggestions and procedures for music activities from
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the nursery school years through adolescence. Specific sug-
gestions and "bibliographies could be included for special
activities such as listening, record lounges, community sings,
rhythm bands, tonettes, harmonica bands, orchestras, glee clubs,
operettas, etc. With such a handbook, even without guidance,
a volunteer with some musical knowledge, would be able to
organize and conduct settlement music groups.
By appointing a music director for settlement houses,
|
suitable volunteers could be obtained. They, in turn, would
be guided aind helped in their work by the director. The use
of the handbook as a guide, together with proper supervision
would keep settlement music activities uniform, and would
contribute towards stimulating more interest and enthusiasm
in music classes. These suggestions, with sincere efforts on
the part of headv/orkers and volunteers, should help music
activities assume their rightful place on a settlement house
program and answer the needs exhibited in the survey's returns.

CHAPTER VIII
A MUSIC HANDBOOK FOR SETTLEMENT HOUSES
PART I
VOLUNTEERS
This section will not attempt lesson planning or
definite procedures, "but will suggest music activities which
could fit into a settlement's prograjn. The surveys showed a
need for a written guide or handbook, applicable to settlement
house music situations, which could be used by leaders of musical
groups, especially volunteers. Paid workers, as a rule, are too
few in number to fulfill the community's needs, hence the need
for volunteers. These are drawn from Junior League members,
colleges and individuals interested in social service. Some-
times volunteers receive guidance from headworkers , other times
they are left to their own devices. If a volunteer, though
unguided, has initiative and imagination, the class will grow
both in size and enthusiasm; if there is neither oi these, the
group will lose interest and attendance will decrease. Since
music should have an important place in settlement house
activities, it seems unfair to place this responsibility into
inexperienced, though willing hands. A definite guide is
necessary in the form of a suitable text.
The suggestions which follow are applicable to settle-
ment house situations and were obtained through research, ob-
servation, participation ajid numerous interviews with persons
II
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outstanding in settlement work. It is presupposed that any-
volunteer placed at the head of a music class would have suf-
ficient "background to carry out these musical projects with an
understanding of the subject on hand. Material suggested and
bibliographies are, in most part, of recent date and easily-
obtainable
.
c
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PART II
MUSIC ACTIVITIES
Music activities for settlement houses may "be divided
into these four age groups:
Tiny Tots Group - Two through six years of age.
Junior Group - Seven through nine years of age.
Intermediate Group - Ten through twelve years of age.
Yo\mg People's Group - Thirteen years of age and upwards.
Each group should be given activities not only suitable
for the interests of that age, but applicable and useful to
I
settlement house situations. The suggestions which follow,
though of a general nature, are intended as specific aids to
|i a worker placed as head of a music activity for a particular
age group with no definite program to follow.
Tiny Tots Group
(Two through six years of age)
These children ase in nursery school and of an age when
imagination is at its highest. The world of little ones is so
full of make believe that even slight suggestions on the part
of a teacher will evoke most enthusiastic responses and par-
ticipation. Activities lor very young children may include
i
singing, action songs or dramatic play, rhythms, singing games
and some listening.
The child will want to sing very soon. Animal calls
and motives may be used at first, with rote songs evolving from
I
this as a natural sequence. Interest in songs can "be estab-
lished by drawing from the children* s previous experiences.
The young child' s enjoyment of "being things" may be capital-
j ized upon through action songs or dramatic play. For the non-
1
singing instructor, the leading record companies have published
excellent catalogues of records. ^ Rhythms and singing games
I
will be found especially appealing because they call forth an
I
i
I
active response at a time in small children's lives when they
are gaining quite a bit of power in their arms and legs. 2 The
rhythm beind is an excellent means of furthering rhythmic
I
response. Singing games and rhythms will be found useful as
I
program material for parents' nights, House festivals, play
school activities, etc. Methods of presenting the beginning
listening program will depend upon the imagination sind in-
genuity of the teacher. Very young children are excellent
audiences for stories glowingly told especially if enhanced
with pictures or illustrations. For this age there is an
1 Victor, Columbia, and Decca recording companies.
2 Thorn, Alice G., Music For Young Children (New York:
Charles Scribners & Sons, 1929) p. 38.
c0
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abundance of material through which the forward looking teacher
i
can sow the seeds for love and appreciation of music in future
yesus
.
Junior Group
(Seven through nine years of age)
Children at this period have been tempered to school
discipline and are eager for new experiences. Their interest
in songs has widened, allowing for enjoyment of many types.
Music activities for them can be extended to include folk
'dancing, simple rhythm bank work, tonettes, instrument making,
simple operettas, etc.
From a listening standpoint, the radio has become an
important part oi" their lives, current programs holding much
attraction. Group listening to radio prograjns will not only
|
1
teach audience manners but can serve as a means for instilling
some music appreciation. Houses having victrolas could have
listening periods as a House activity, or this could be part of
a regular music class. Records^ under the following headings
should interest youngsters from seven to nine years of age.
Music of great masters
Program music
1 Victor Catalogue - Pages 324 - 352
Columbia Catalogue - Psiges 50 - 91
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Opera
Music of our country
a) American ballads
b) American folk songs
c) Negro spirituals
d) Cowboy songs
Marches
Music of other lands^
Instruments of the orchestra
If possible, workers should take the older children to
concerts suitable for little people. With proper preparation
regarding the types of compositions to be heard, this will
become an unforgettable experience in their lives.
Intermediate Group
(Ten through twelve years of age)
These are the ages when youngsters' interests are
awakened and pleasure is gained from numerous sources. Their
reading has increased, hobbies have been established and school
subjects have been supplemented by extra-curricular activities.
Music offerings for this group may be of a more varied nature.
1 Barbour, Harriet and Freemaji, Warren, How To Teach
Children To Know Music (New York: Smith & Durrell
Co., 1942) pp. 57-105
f
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including singing, folk dancing, listening, toy symphony, in-
striiment making, glee cIuTds
,
operettas, harmonica bands, some
orchestral work and many of the other special activities sug-
gested. Some settlements have outstanding organizations
consisting of boys and girls from two or three Houses under the
direction of one leader. Singing will be done, for the most
part, during the regular community singing program or in special
groups. For settlement neighborhoods with a predominating
nationality, folk dances of that particular nation will prove
popular and easy to teach. These are always welcome additions
to any House performance.
The listening program will depend upon the time allotted
for music appreciation and the ingenuity and imgination of the
teacher. Presupposing that a time has been set aside for
listening to records, the following divisions may be found
helpful:
Program music
"Absolute" music or music not telling a story but,
at times, expressing moods
Opera
Various types of songs
Instruments of the orchestra-^
1 Barbour smd Freeman, op. cit
.
^ Pp. 108-109
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Youngsters from ten to twelve years of age have
enormous zest, and their curiosity is always to the fore, of-
fering excellent feeding ground for new experiences. An "en
masse" attendance at children's concerts (with suitable
previous explanations) will be amply rewarded by the added
interest it will develop in music activities.
Young People's Group
(Thirteen years of age and upwards)
The Young People's Group composed of adolescents,
presents a special problem. Youngsters of this age need a
musical program that is attractive enough to hold the fluctu-
ating interests of adolescent years. Most of the suggested
activities which follow should appeal to children of this age.
Orchestral or choral work resulting in public performances
will hold special interest.
Glasses for this group may be held in the evening.
Some type of listening or record lounge, where good recordings
could be heard throughout the House by means of the public
address system is excellent. Many Houses are equipped with
these public address systems. The listening program may in-
clude symphonies, tone poems, concertos, operas, art songs,
folk music, nationalistic music, modern music, music of the
day, and the standard classics as played by famous artists.
1 Freeman and Barbour, op. cit
.
. pp. 160-179
cf
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During adolescent years the craving for adventure is
strong, and settlement neighborhoods offer many temptations.
Any music classes offered for this age should "be made particu-
larly interesting if they are to substitute for the less bene-
ficial types 01 leisure time activities.
0
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COMMUNITY SINGING
This is one musical activity that every House could
inaugurate even without a regular music program. "Sings" can
be held weekly, with all groups participating at the same time*
This type of recreation is enjoyed by all ages and for persons
who will never employ any other form of musical expression,
the weekly coma.unity sing can bring considera/ole satisfaction.
These periods should serve towards instilling some music
education and appreciation as well as opening new avenues of
musical interest to higher leisure time pursuits.
There are various devices that might be used to make
the com..:unity sing a litxle more than "just singing," Any
singing period should oe one where good music is sung in the
best manner possible. A program might incliide art songs,
ballads, folk songs, sea chanteys, h3rmns, spirituals,
patriotic numoers, selections from operettas or musical
comedies, love songs and always the old favorites. A good
leader with a pleasing personality will do much towards making
the community sing a popular House activity.
Some helpful specific suggestions are:-^^
1. Start the prograin with a good rhythmic number.
iFrieswyk, Siebolt H.
,
Forty Approaches To Informal Singing
(New York: National Recreation Association, 1939}
a Zanzig, Au&ustus, COn..:Unitv and Ass emoly Siiiging
(New York:^ M, Witmark & Sons", 1939) p. 11
c
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2, Clap rhytlams of songs before singing, using
rhythm instruments such as raarachas
,
gourds,
castanets, etc., if possible,
3, Use songs with descants especially if there is
a choral group in the House.
4, Combine two familiar tunes,
5, 0-umulative tunes are interesting,
6, One group can sing simple chords while another
sings the melody.
7, Rounds are always popular,
8, Use songs with responsive effects,
9, Use seasonal songs,
10, Use melodies having contrast in tempo or mood,
11, Encourage any soloist to perform or any group
that might be presented as the "high spot" of
the evening,
13, Houses having projectors can use song slides,
13, Let the group choose a song occasionally.
14, Use recordings.
15, Have some "emergency" numbers in case the
originally planned program does not seem adaptable
to the group.
16, Do not try to force attention or be too critical.
Above all, have a sense of humor.
17, Be sure to end when the group still wants more.
c
BIBLIOGRAPHY
OOMJJUNITY SINGING
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1. Zanzig - Singing America
Boston: C. C, Birchard Co.
2, Twice 55 Community Songs
Boston: C. C. Birchard Co.
(Brown, (ireen and Rose Books)
5 . Twice 55 Games With Music
Boston: G. G. Birchard Co.
4. Stunt Songs For Social Sings
Denver: Eidrige Entertainment House
5. Sing f
Boston: C. C. Birchard Co.
6 . America Sings
New York: Hobbins Music Corp,
7 . Songs For Americans
New York: Robbins Husic Corp.
8. Songs Of All Time
Ohio: Cooperative Recreational Service
9. Sing Along The Wav
New York: Woman' s Press
10. Tobit - Yours For A Song
i^evr York: National Recreation Association
11. Lester - Descants On Familiar Songs
Chicago: Hall & McCreary Co.
12. Sing Together
New York: Girl Scouts, Inc.
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RHYTHt! BANDS
This activity can be started as early as the Tiny
Tots stage and continued in more elaborate form through the
Intermediate Group. Rhythm bands could be formed for little
people and toy symphonies for the older children. The
distinction between these is that the rhythm band uses only
percussion instruments, while a toy symphony employs some
instruments that play a scale such as a raetallaphone
,
marimba,
some type of xylophone and makes use of more unusual scorings
requiring such devices as quails, nightingales, cukoos, etc.
In a toy symphony, the score for the toys is augmented by
parts for orchestral instruments.^
The educational values oi the rhythm band are many,
among the first oi these being the development of a definite
response to rhythm (muscular) , a natural impulse for children
to follow. Some oi its other values are the development of
sociability, group participation, feeling of accomplishment,
self-expression and the following of a score said director.
Types of instruments to be used will depend upon the
size and age of the group. Durability and good tone should
be considered in the selection of instruments as well as the
maintaining oi a balance of instruments.^ The Tiny Tots may
1 Lawson, Ruth, Music in the Y. W. C. A. (New York:
Woman's Press, 1934) p. 85
2 Diller, Angela, and Page Kate, How to Teach the
Rhythm Band (New York: 6. Schirmer, 1940) p. 3
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play by rote but the Juniors and Intermediates should follow
scores^ containing note values, dynamics, accents, etc. There
is, also, opportunity for creative work by allowing the
children to decide when different instruments are to play»
The record catalogues^ have special sections for rhythm
band vjork and the bibliography contains suggestions regarding
types of compositions and teaching material.
BIBLIOC-xHAPHY
Brigham - Mother Goose Choral Toy Symphony
Boston: Charles Homeyer Co,
Vandevere - Our Country
Boston: C. C. Birchard Co.
Vandevere - A Holiday Series for Toy Orchestra
Boston: C, C. Birchard Co.
Chvmtal - Jolly Sleij^hride Party
New York: Carl Fischer Co.
Gest - North American Tunes for Rhythm Orchestras
Boston: C. C, Birchard Co.
C. C. Birchard Co. Material :
Instruction books
Rote training pieces
Vandevere picture scores
Note scores
Operettas
Instruments
3 Toy Symphonies by Haydn, Romberg, Gurlit, Reinecke
4 Victor Record Catalogue pp.
Colujnbia Record Catalogue pp. 91-92
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TOHETTE
Many persons have had great success with the tonette
for young children, Tonettes resemble miniature clarinets.
They axe made of tenite, are unbreakable, durable and easy to
play# They produce a pleasing tone, and because there are no
lip or breath problems, the child can concentrate on the
fingering, which is similar to that of a clarinet. Since its
tone is sweet, tonette ensemble groups can be quite effective,
especially if divided into two or three parts. For children
unable to afford lessons on other instruments, the tonette
can give a great deal of pleasure.
Instruments of this nature always have pre-band and
pre-orchestral values and are a meajis of finding talent and
developing future interest in a real instrument. All types
of ensemble work can be carried on, Tonette groups can be
used with the rhythm band or toy symphony,
A settlement's music progrsun which offered instruction
in tonette, rhythm bajid, and toy symphony groups would do a
great deal towards stimulating interest in children's music
classes,
BIBLIOGRAPEY
Mills Tonette Folio of Popular Txines
New York: Mills Co,
Thomas - Plav-Time For Tonette
Chicago: Kjos Music Co.
50 Fsimous Songs For Tonette
New York: Robbins Music Corp,
tI
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HM^IOUICA 3AKDS
Tlie harmonica "band is an excellent organization for boys.
It serves many purposes, but since it deals mostly with boys,
the fact that it can substitute for lesser leisure time pur-
suits is strongly in its favor. IJlusically, the harmonica
band gives, first, what any musical group activity contributes;
namely social stimulus, rhythmic experience, ear training,
group participation and use as a source of transference to some
band or orchestral instrument.
Because the harmonica serves adolescence, a group of
this kind can be used for many purposes. For hoys with chang-
ing voices, this could be a substitute for singing. The slower
child is given an opportunity for participation with others
and a feeling of accomplishment within his ability. It can
also be used as a project for handicapped children who may
be unable to manipulate a heavy instrument.
The actual organizing will depend upon the leader, size
of the group and the finances of the House. Even a small
group, such as a harmonica trio or quartet, can be pleasing.
On a larger scale, a combined harmonica band may be organized
with members from two or three Houses forming one large unit.
It is surprising what has been accomplished with the harmon-
ica regarding tonal effects, tonguing and the creation of a
technique. A project of this tjrpe can grow into a very out-
standing and instructive organization.
V
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
HARMOHICA BAND
Sonnen - Harmonica Soloist
Philadelpliia: Theodore Presser Co,
Harmonica Favorites
New York: Mills Music Co.
(Arranged for Marine Band Harmonica)
Favorites For Chromatic Harmonica
New York: Mills Music Co,
Sanns - Boogie-Wpogie For The Harmonica
New York: Leeds Music Corp,
Lombardi - Five Minute Chromatic Harmonica Course
New York: Mills Music Co.
Vandenhurgh , Mildred -Music Education For The Harmonica
Chicago: Music Products Corp.
1. Beginners Book
2. Songs To Sing And Play
3, Junior Harmonica Band Book
4. Intermediate Harmonica Band Book
5, Gems For Chrome^tic Harmonica
6, Chromatic Harmonica Orchestra Folio
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ORCHESTRAS
The formation of orchestras in settlements would best
"be carried out in Houses where there is a full time music
instructor or aji outside part-time paid worker with instru-
mental or orchestral experience. Should the group from one
settlement be too small, two or three Houses could join forces
for one ensemble group, meeting in a centralized spot and
working towards a definite program. Young people today are
very anxious to do ensemble work and a settlement house
orchestra can provide opportunities for a child that schools
do not give, where competition is keener and standards, because
of frequent and specialized public performances, must be higher.
Undoubtedly, a person starting this type of project would
have definite methods and material in mind. The following
suggestions are simply some of those which have been used
successfully with beginning groups by persons outstanding in
the field of young people's orchestras.
ORCHESTRAL MATERIAL
1 . Progressive Orchestra Folio
New York: Carl Fischer
2 . Educational Orchestra Album
New York: Carl Fischer
3. Marcelli Folio for Orchestra and Band
New York: Carl Fischer
4. Master Series for Young Orchestras
New York: 0. Schirmer
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ORCHESTRAL MATEi^JAL (continued)
5 . Philharmonic Orchestra Series
Boston: Oliver Ditson Oo.
6. Willis Graded School Orchestra and Band Series
Cincinnati: Willis Music Co.
7. Little Classic Orchestra Folio
Philadelphia: Theodore Presser
8. The Follow Through Orchestra Folio
New York: Carl Fischer
9. Grant , Louise - Harmony and Rhymes
Boston: Boston Music Co.
(Good for younger groups)
10 . Instrumental Director's HandlDook
Chicago: Rubank Co.
t
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GLEE CLUBS
As in the organizing of an orchestra, the formation of
a settlement glee club or choral group had. best be leit to a
full or part-time imisic instructor rather than to volunteers
with limited musical experiences. If there were not enough
voices in one House, the combining of groups from two or three
Houses might prove satisfactory.
The glee club could be for girls, boys or combined.
This type of activity has been most successful as a prepara-
tion for festival programs, with youngsters coming trom
various settlements for rehearsals at a centralized spot.
There may be the possibility of inaugurating a nationality
choir or choral group in settlement areas where a certain
nationality may predominate. The beginning repertoire could
consist simply of folk-tunes, concert numbers gradually evolv-
ing from this,
A bibliography is difficult to suggest since situa-
tions vary and a conauctor would use the type of music
necessary to meet his own particular situation. A few
general suggestions are given simply as a starting point and
as material recommended by people who have worked successfully
v/ith young people's choral groups.
4^
GLEE CLUB MTERIAL
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1. Cooper, Irvin - Teen Age Songs - (S.A.T.B.)
New York: Carl Fischer Co.
2. Armitage - Concert Songs For Girls - (S.S.A.)
Boston: C. C. Bir chard Co.
3. Gibb and Morgan - Glee Music For Treble Voices
Boston: C. C. Bir chard Co.
4. Armitage - Laurel Unison Book
Boston: C. C. Birchard Co.
(Enjoyable if unison work is wanted)
5. Krohne , Beatrice - Songs To Sing With Descants - (S.A.
Chicago: Neil A, Kjos Music Co.
6. Favorite Choruses For Women's Voices - (S.S.A.)
New York: G. Schirmer, Inc.
FOR BOYS
T . Glee Music For Junior High School Bovs
Boston: C. C, Birchard Co.
(For unchanged, changing and changed voices)
8. Check Book Part Songs For Bovs
Boston: C. C. Birchard Co.
9. Twice 55 Part Songs For Boys (Orange Book)
Boston: C. C. Birchard Co.
10. Bov Scout Song Book
Boston: G. C. Birchard Co.
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The work done by social settlements is of value to the
entire community, but especially to persons living within their
immediate surroundings. Settlements are located, as a rule, in
congested tenement areas, oiten in districts where the foreign-
born have settled. Problems arising from insecurity, poverty
and intolerance are prevalent. The settlement strives to
interpret the social and economic problems of these neighbor-
hoods, to offer advice or assistance whenever needed, and to
advocate tolerance and understanding for the elimination of
racial and religious prejudices.
Children within these area>s often fail to achieve goals
easily within their powers because of lax associations or wrong
types of home environments. Every effort is bent towards draw-
ing youngsters away from the paths of delinquency towards
profitable use of leisure time. Educational and recreational
activities in settlements are maintained in an effort to ac-
complish this aim. Music classes in settlement houses can
provide opportunity for leisure time pursuits which will endure
and become healthful substitutes for the less beneficial dis-
tractions prevalent in settlement neighborhoods.
The undertaking of a survey regarding the extent of
music activities in settlements, by whom they were conducted,
general needs and problems offered opportunity for a truly
profitable research. Settlement houses in Rhode Island and
Massachusetts were chosen because their locations facilitated
interviews and observation of programs. Questionnaires were
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sent to forty-two settlements; four were in Rhode Island,
thirty in Boston (including three settlement schools) and
eight in other Massachusetts cities. The information requested
covered the directed music activities for the years 1945-46 sind
1946-47 for children's, adults' and special groups. Necessary
qualifications for leadership, age levels needing most instruc-
tion, groups desired, needs and greatest problems was the
remaining information sought.
Of the forty -two Houses contacted, thirty-three
replied. Twenty-two of the twenty-seven Boston settlements re-
plying gave evidence of some music activity, two of the eight
other Massachusetts settlements indicated music classes, but of
a spare nature. The one Rhode Island House answering reported
an active music department.
Specific returns were as follows: (Because of the
specialized nature oi their programs, the three music schools
aje not included in the following tabulations.)
1, Directed music activities were held by sixteen
settlements during 1945-46 and by eighteen during
1946-47,
2, Adult music groups were held by eleven settlements
during 1945-46 and by fifteen during 1946-47.
3, Special music groups were held by eight settlements
during 1945-46 and by eleven during 1946-47.
4, Summer music activities (1946) were held by nine
settlements.
6
t
_
<9
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5. The leadership most depended upon:
Stafi" members with other responsibilities and
volunteers
.
6. The qualification considered most necessary for
leadership required:
Ability to teach children.
7. Groups most desired:
Choral groups
,
8. Age level needing most instruction:
An early age for the laying of a foundation
towards future years,
9. The most outstanding need:
Leadership for classes.
There was a slight increase in music activities during
1946-47 as compared with 1945-46, but groups were small, in-
definite and lacked leadership. Findings showed that children's
and adults' choruses, in preparation for the presentation of
operettas, were conducted more than any other activity. The
need for guidance and class leadership was indicated throughout
the survey. Music classes were conducted by staff members
already overburdened with other responsibilities or by volun-
teers with little training or musical bacicground. Yet, leader-
ship for music groups, especially children's, was requested by
every headworicer.
Several steps might be taken towards helping the
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situation. Tne first oi these would be the establishing of a
fund whereby a music director for settlements could be ap-
pointed for the purpose ol supervising music activities in
settlement houses. His duties would include the securing and
placement of volunteers, planning general and specific music
activities, supervising music classes through periodic visits,
and the occasional presenting of a festival with representative
groups from each settlement combined in one program.
The second suggestion is that of compiling a written
guide or handbook suitable for music activities through which
volunteers handling classes without guidance could be helped.
The handbook should contain suggestions and procedures for
music activities from the nursery school years through
adolescence. Specific suggestions and bibliographies could be
•
included for such special activities as record lounges, com-
munity sings, rhythm bands, harmonica bands, orchestras, glee
clubs, etc.
Through the appointment of a music director for set-
tlement houses, suitable volunteers could be secured. The use
of a handbook as a guide, together with proper supervision,
would keep settlement music activities uniform and would
stimulate more interest and enthusia^sm in classes. These sug-
gestions should help music classes assume a rightful place on
a settlement house program through which children in settlement
areas might be taught to spend their leisure hours more
advantageously
.
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APPEITDIX A
QU5STIQMAIKE USED IN SURVji:Y 0/ MUSIC ACTIVITIES IN
RHOjE island and MASSACPIUSETTS Sr.TTLiJ£t;NT EOUSSS
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Name of House or Center Date
Address
Director
1. a) Have you any directed musical activities in your House?
Yes No
b) Were there any last season? Yes
2, This season C1946-1947)
Kind
No
Size Ages Boys,Oirls, How often How long
Mixed they meet
Last season (1945-1946)
Kind Size Ages Boys,Girls, How often How long
Mixed they meet
3. What kind of music activities leadership do you rely upon?
This year Last year
Volunteer (student or adult)
Part time paid worker
Staff member with other
responsibilities
Staff member for music
activities only
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4, How can Community Recreation Service be of assietujice in
relation to your music activities?
5. Are you interested in obtaining leadership for your music
activities?
Volunteer
Part time paid worker
____„__
Full time paid worker
6. What do you believe are the necessary qualifications for
the music leadership you require?
7. What procedure do you follow' in assigning and dealing ^ith
volimteers?
8. If you offer piano lessons, or any instrumental lessons,
how many pupils are there?
___„„„ „
How many last season?
How long are the lessons?
9. Have you any adult musical groups? Yes No
Any last seu,son? Yes No
This season (1946-1947 )
Kind Size Sex How often they meet How lon,g:
II
10, Have you any special groups (orchestra, band, operetta,
etc.)? Yes No
No
70
Last season (1945-1946 )
Kind Size Sex How often they meet How long
Any last season? Yes
This season (1946-1947 )
Kind Size Sex How often they meet How long
Last season (1945-1946 )
Kind Size Sex How often they meet How long
11. Did you have a sujnmer program? Yes
What type of program did you have?
Were music classes held?
Kind of Size Boys, Girls, How often
No
classes Mixed they meet
How long Mus i c in-
s tructor
or vol-
unteer
12. What kind of music groups or activities ^ould you like
to have?
13. What age level, according to your opinion, needs the most
musical instruction?
Why?
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14. Have you any suggestions that would help your present
music activities or help inaugurate new ones?
15. What is your greatest problem regarding your music
program?
16. Additional remarks:

IAPPENDIX B
SURVEY OF MUSIC AuTIVITIES IN
kHODE island SETTLiiiMEMT HOUSES
Nickerson House
133 Delaine Street
Providence, R. I.
Type of Neighborhood: Cosmopolitan
1 . Directed Music Activities During 1945--1946
Kind Size Ages
72
Rhythm Band 35 7-9
Boys ,Girls,
Mixed
Mixed
How 01 ten How long
they meet
Violin
lessons
Piano
lessons
Senior
orchestra
Symphony
orchestra
6
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12
30
10-16 Mixed
6 adults Mixed
16-20 Mixed
14-16 Mixed
Weekly
Weekly
Weekly
Weekly
Weekly
1 1/2
hour
One hour
One hour
1 1/2
hour
1 1/2
hour
2. Directed Music Activities During 19^6-1947
Listed "as above" except 34 pupils for piano lessons.
3. Kind of Music Activities Leadership Relied UDon
Part-time paid workers.
4. Necesss.ry Qualifications For The Music Leaaershi-p Required
Ability to work with children on a friendly basis -
Non " school-teacher ish" attitude.
\
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Nickerson House (cont)
5, Adult Music Groups During 1945»1946
Kind Size Sex How often they meet
Senior
orchestra 12 Mixed Weekly
(for only last four months)
How long
1 1/2
hour
Adult Music Groups During 1946-1947
Kind Size Sex How often thev meet
Senior
orchestra 12 ixed Weekly
How long
1 1/2
hour
6. Special Music Groups During 1945-1946
Kind Size Sex Ages
Orchestra 30
How often
thev meet
Mixed 14 up 16 Weekly
How long
11/2 hour
Special Music Groups During 1946-1947
Listed "as above."
7, Summer Music Activities
Kind bize Boys, Girls, How often
Mixed thev meet
Violin
lessons
Piano
lessons
Mixed
Mixed
Weekly
Weekly
How long Music in-
structor
or vol-
unteer
1 1/2
hour
1 1/2
hour
Paid
staff
member
Paid
staff
member
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Nickerson House (cont)
8, Age Level Needing Most Instruction
Kigh school age, "because they have enough skills to work
together in an orchestra and continue their musical
adventures
.
9. Music Activities Or Groups Desired
Drum and bugle corps.
For Summer Progrsim
Orchestra
10, Needs
Volunteers
11, Greatest Problem
Securing members for our senior orchestra,
12, Suggestions Or Additional Kemarks
If we had more money, we could improve our program
by offering more activities.
Summary
Music Activities Listed
Rhythm Band - 1945-43-47
Senior Orchestra - 1945-46-47
Symphony Orchestra - 1945-46-47
Violin Lessons - 1945-45-47
Piano Lessons - 1945-45-47
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The following Rhode Island settlement houses
did not answer the questionnaire:
Federal Hill House
400 Atwells Avenae
Providence, Rhode Island
NeighDorhood Guild
Peace Dale
Rhode Island
Natick Christian
Hatick
Rhode Island
Center

APPENDIX 0
SURVEY OF iraSIO ACTIVITIES IN
BOSTON SETTLEM^riT HOUSES
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Cambridge Comraunity Center
49 Howard Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Type of Neighborhood: Negro
1 , Directed Music Activities During 1945-1946
Kind Size Ages Boys ,Girls
,
Mixed
How often
they meet
Music
appreciation 25 7-12 Mixed Once weekly
2 , Directed Music Activities During 1948-1947
Kind Size Ages Boys, Girls, How often
Mixed they meet
Music
appreciation 21
Music
appreciation 30
5-7
8-11
Mixed
Mixed
Once weekly
Daily
How long
One hour
How long
One hour
Two
periods
fifteen
minutes
daily.
3 . Kind Of Music Activities Leadership Relied Ur>on
Student and adult volunteers,
Staif member with other responsibilities.
4, Necessary Qualifications For The Music Leadership Required
Skill in leading music.
Understanding the child at various age levels.
Skill in music.
Enthusiasm for music.
c
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Cambridge Community Center (cont)
5. Adult Music Groups During 1945-1946
None
Adult Music Groups During: 1946-1947
None
6. Special Music Groups During 1945-1946
None
Special Music Groups During 1946-1947
Kind Size Sex Ages How often Ho^ long
they meet
Jazz
orchestra 13 Mixed 15-25 Once weekly Two hours
7. Summer Music Activities
None
8. Age Level Needing Most Instruction
Young children two and a h-»,lf years to twelve years
because these are the formative years that are important
for all types of learning and growth,
9. Music Activities Or Groups Desired
Boys choir - ages eleven to fourteen years (all ages, creed
etc)
Young Peoples' Choral Group
More informal and social use of music in all groups.
For Summer Program
No comment.
fc
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Cambridge Community Center (cont)
10. Needs
Skilled musician for a special visit.
A nursery group.
Three volunteers for music appreciation groups, so that
smaller groups can be formed.
Help in planning music activities for the whole center.
11 • Greatest Problem
Leadership and room arrangements.
13. Suggestions Or Additional Remarks
No comjTient.
S\3mmary
Music Activities Offered
Music Appreciation Group - Five to seven years of age-
1946-47
Singing and Rhythm - 1943-47
Music Appreciation G-roup - Seven to t^relve years of age
1945-46
Jazz Orchestra - 19^6-' 47
•
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Cambridge Neighborhood House
79 Moore Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Type of Neighborhood: Cosmopolitan
1 • Directed Music Activities During 1945-1^46
Kind Size Age Boys,Girls, How oiten
Mixed they meet
Piano
Lessons
How long
15 Mixed Once weekly Half hour
2 , Directed Music Activities During 1946-1947
Kind Size BoySjL'irls, How often
Mixed they meet
How long
lolli binging
with guitar 20
accompaniment
Piano Lessons 12
Nursey Uroup
Incidental Music
8-12
4-7
airls
Mixed
Mixed
One and a
half hour
Once weekly
Once weekly half hour
Daily
One and a
half hour
3 . Kind of Music Activities Leadership Relied Upon
Volunteer
4. Necessary Qualifications For The Music Leadership Reouired
No comment
5. Adult Music '^roups D-aring 1945-1946
None
Adult Music Groups During 1946-1947
None
c4
Cambridge WeighDorhood House (cont)
6. Special Music Groups During 1945-1946
None
Special Music Groups During 1946-1947
None
7. Age Level Needing Most Instruction
Soiiietiiing for every group, for, background is necessary
for little ones and interesting activities for older
people.
8. Summer Music Activities
Kind Size Age Boys , Girls
,
Mixed
Raythm
Band 20 4-8 Mixed
9. Music Groups Or Activities Desired
Square dancing "wori^ing into folic songs for 'teen agers.
10. Needs
Volunteers
Activities for teen agers
11. Problem
Lack of persistency and unreliability on part of young
people. Tairteen-year olds biggest problem.
12. Suggestions Or Additional Remarks
Triere is a general restlessness among the 'teen-agers
for whicn we need music activities.
How often How long
they meet
Two times
weekly One houi
(
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Centrctl Square Center
Central Square
East Boston, Mass.
Type of Neighborhood: Italian
1. Directed Music Activities During 1945-1946
None
2. Directed Music Activities During 1946-1947
None
3. Kind of Music Activities Leadership Relied Upon
During suiMier, staff member for music activities only.
4. Necessary Qualifications For The Music Leadership Required
Music degree Ability ^rith children Ability to train
teachers.
5. Adult Music Groupe During; 1945-1946
None
Adult YMsic Groups During 1946-1947
None
5. Special 2Jueic Groups During 1945-1946
None
Special Music Groups During 1946-1947
Kind Size
Dance
band 16
>ex Ages How often How long
they meet
Male 25 TJeekly Two hours
cc
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Central Square Center (cont)
Summer iiusic Activities
Sumiier Play School
Size A see 8 Boys , Girls
,
Mixed
How often
they meet
How long
Group
singing 15 5-11 Mixed
Daily for Seven
twenty min- weeks,
utes
.
8.
9.
10,
11.
12.
Age Level Needing; Most Instruction
No comment
Music Activities Or Groups Desired
Winter choral groups
For Summer Program
No comment
Needs
Volunteers for music activities.
Greatest Problem
Our budget does not permit hiring a full time music
specialist.
Surges ti':n3 Or Additional Remarks
Fe would like assistance rith special programs and to be
able to obtain a full-timie year round music specialist.
Smmary
Music Activities Listed
Dance Band - 1945-47
Singing groups during Sumn:er Play School
c
Denison House
25 Howard Avenue
Dorchester, Massacnusetts
Type of Neignborhood: Cos-nopolitan
* Note; Replies are Incomplete because Denison House was
changing its location during 1945-1946
1. Directed Music Activities During 1945-1946
Program incomplete because Denison House was changing
its location at that time,
2. Directed Music Activities During 1946-1947
Kind Size
83
Ages Boys, Girls, How often How long
Mixed they meet
Teentimer
Cnorus 40 13-15 Mixed Once weelcly Two hours
3» Kind of Music Activities Leadersaip Relied Upon
Part-time paid worlcers
4, Necessary Qualifications For The Music Leadership Required
To be able to play tne piano, select music at the proper
age level, and to maintain tne interest of a class of
twelve to twenty-four cnildren,
5, Summer Music Activities
One hour each day of music work was offered among otner
subjects,
6, Needs
There is always need for someone to play the piano, also,
teacners who can direct singing. We need
I
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Denison House (con't)
volunteers and part-time paid workers.
Summary
Since Denison House was in the process of changing quarters
during the conducting of the survey, the questionnaire "ras
returned incomplete. However, from an enclosed letter Dlans
were under way for a more extensive music program.
Present liusic Activity
' Teen-age Chorus
I 9
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Dorchester House
1353 Dorchester Avenue
Dorchester 22, Massachusetts
Type of Neighborhood: Irish, Canadian
1 . Directed Music Activities During 1945-1946
Kind Sixe Age Boys,Girls, How often Kpw long
Mixed they meet
Piano
Lessons 16 6-14 Mixed Once weekly One hour
2. Directed Music Activities P-'aring 194^6-1947
Kind Size Age Boys, Girls, Hov; often How long
Mixed they meet
Piano Lesson 21 6-14 Mixed Once weekly One hour
Singing 4 12-14 Girls Once weekly Half hour
3 . Kind of Music Activities Leadershix) Relied Upon
Staff member with other responsibilit ies-1945-46-47
Staff member for music activities only-1945-46
4. Necessary Qualifications For The Music Leadership Required
ii^nthusiasm and ability to lead.
5. Aault Music Groups During 1945-46
None
Adult Music Groups During 19§6-1947
Informal Singing once a month
6. Special Groups During 1945-46
None
(
Dorchester House (cont)
Special Groups During 1946-1947
Four piece adult orcnestra played for a weekly dance.
7» Suniiaer Music Activities
No iflusic classes were held daring the summer program
except for singing as part of the regular program.
8. kp^^e Level Needin^; Most Music Instruction
Younger group, six to ten years of age.
Reason: If younger group is given a good beginning the
need and desire for music will be created.
9. Music Groups Or Activities Desired
As many groups as we need now or can handle.
For Sumner Prot^iram
No com-nent -
10. Needs
Volunteer leader for a singing class, if possible,
twice a week.
11. Greatest Problem
No extra teacher for music in all groups as a paid
staff member.
12. Sug:g;estions Or Additional Remarks
There is need for more musical training in leaders
tnat are sent out.
4C
Dorchester House (con't)
Summary
Music Activities Listed
Pisuio lessons (about 20 pupils per week)
A girls quartet for half hour per week during 1946-47
An informal monthly adult singing group during 1946-47
•
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East End Union
105 Spring Street
CaLmbriGge, Hixse,
Type of Neighborhood: Irish, Italicoi, Polish, and Portugese
1. Directed Music Activities During 1945-1946
i^one
2. Directed Music Activities During 1946-1947
none
3. Kind of Music Activities Leadership Kelied Upon
Volunteer.
4. Necessary Q.ualificat ions ror The Music Leadership Required
To know how to lead a group, part-singing, rhythm band
and conduct music appreciation classes.
5. Adult Music Groups During 1945-1946
None
Adult Music Groups During 1946-1947
None
6. Special Groups uuring 1945-1946
JNone
Special Groups Durinpr 1946-1947
None
fI
East End Union (cont)
7, Summer Music Activities
None
8, Age Level Needing Most Instruction
Under ten, because when they are ten, many belong to
church choirs,
9, Music Activities Or GrouT)S Desired .
Singing Singing games ^'olk dancing Rhythms
Rhythm band
No comment
,
10. Neeas
Vol\mteer in music.
11. Greatest Problem
No leadership in music.
13. Suggestions Or Additional Remarks
It would be very helpful if we could have some music
school students do their Dractice teaching here at the
House,
Summary
There are no music activities of any kind being held.
r
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Ellis Memorial House
66 Berkeley Street
Boston, Mass.
Type of Neigiiborhood: Cosmopolitan
1, Directed Music Activities During 1945-1946
None
2, Directed Music Activities During 1946-1947
None
3, Kind :>f Music Activities Leadership Relied Upon
Staff member with other responsibilities.
4, I'Jecessarv Q.ualirications For The Music Leadershi-p Required
Ability to make youngsters wajit to do what he or she
likes. In our case, sing around a piano,
5, Adult Music Groups During 1945-1946
None
Adult Music Groups During 1946-1947
None
I
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Jtillis Memorial House Icont)
6, Special Music Groups During 1945>1946
None
Special Music Groups During 1946-1947
^one
7 , Summer Music Activities
None
8, Age Level Needing Most Instruction
Teen-agers and over because it is wholesome, uniting,
and lasting. They need encouragement,
9, Music Activities Or Groups Desired
Informal singing as a part of every evening that will
lead to something.
i^'or Summer Program
As above,
10. Needs
What we need is a resiaent who loves to play for singing
and. dancing who could come in and out, sit at the piano
and play like a Pied-Piper. Failing a resident, a
volunteer with time to come in and out as suggested above.
11. Greatest Problem
No leadership.
ir
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iiillis Memorial House icont)
13, Suggestions Or Additional Kemarks
Made above.
Summary
There is no music, of any kind, being offered here.
(T
C
I •
if^lizabeth Peabody House
357 uharles Street
Boston, Massachusetts
93
Type of Neighborhood: Polish. Italian, Albanian, Russian,
Irish, Portu^ruese
1 , Directed I/-usic Activities I>aring 19^5-1946
Kind Size How often
thev meet
Boys , Girls
,
Mixed
How lone
Glee Club 8 9-10 Once wee]£ly Girls
One and a
half hour
Private voice
lessons 5 13& up Once weekly Girls Half hour
Piano Lessons 13 8-16 Once weekly Mixed Half hour
2. Directed Music Activities Durine: 1946 -1947
Kind Size Age How often
thev meet
Boys , Girls
B Mixed
^-ov; lonsr
Glee Club 8
Glee Club 6
9-10
11-12
Once weekly
Once weekly
Girls
Girls
One hour
One and a
half hour
Youth Chorus 5 14-16 Once weekly Girls One hour
3. Kind Oi' Music LeadershiD -~elied U^on
1946-1946 1946-1947
Three volunteers Two volunteers
Five part-time paid workers Four iDa.rt-time
one staff member with paid workers
other responsibilities
4. Necessary Q.ualiiications j'or The Music LeacershiTD r^veauired
Musical knowledge
Interest in people
Capacity for leadership
Attractive, magnetic personality

Elizabetn Peabody House (cont)
5. Adult Music Groups Daring 1945-1946
ivind Size Sex How often they meet
94
Operetta
Group 40 liixed Twice weeitly
(outside nelp for production)
Adult Music Groups Daring 1946-1947
Listed "as aoove"
6. Special Group During 1945-1946
Kind Size Sex How often they meet
Drcnestra
for Adults
How lon^
Two nours
or longer
How long
Three hours12 Male Twice weekly
(from outside-not a house project)
Special Group During 1946-1947
Listed "as above"
(from outside-not a house project)
7, Summer Music Activities
Kind of Size Boys, Girls, How often How long Music
Glass Mixed tney meet instructor
or volunteer
Rehearsals Boys
for summer Girls
day camp Varying and
operetta Mixed
Every
day
Half
hour
volunteer
and
staff
worker
(also, informal singing at camp)
8. Age Level Needing Most Instruction
Age level vve find most difficult to interest is late
'teens.
(I
Elizabeta Peaoody House (cont)
9. Music Groups Or Activities Desired
Youth chorus including boys as well as group and see
it develop into a junior operetta group.
For Suuuaer Program
Need for volunteer to help with music in our Indian
Summer Day Camp,
10. Needs
Volunteers in music and suggestions for songs to use
with various age groups.
11. Greatest Problem
Trying to interest young people in musical activities
12. Suggestions Or Additional Remarks
No comments
Summary
Music Activities Listed
Girls Glee Club 9-10 yrs. 1945-46-47
Girls Glee Club 11-12 yrs. 1945-46-47
Youth Cnorus-1946-47
Operetta Group with Orcnestra (outside direction)
Piano Lessons-1945-46
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Good Will Neighborhood House
11 Lafl-.son Street
Boston, Mciss.
Type of Neighborhood: Italian
1. Directed Music Activi ties During 1945-1946
Kind
Si-nging
group
Size Ages
8-10 15-18
Boys , Girls
,
Mixed
Girls
How often
they meet
Weekly
How long
One and a
half hours
2. Directed Music Activities During; 1946-1947
Kind
Singing
Informal
chorus
Size Ages Boys, Girls
Mixed
35 7-8-9 Mixed
Small 13-15 Girls
How often
they meet
Weekly
Weekly
How long
One and a
quarter
hour.
Ten min-
utes to
one hour.
(Whole thing very unsatisfactory)
3 . Kind of Music Activities Leadership Relied Upon
Staff member with other responsibilities.
Part-time paid worker.
4. Necessary Qualifications For The Music Leadership Required
No comment.
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Good Neighborhood House (cont)
5. Adult Music Groupa During 1945-1946
None
Adult Music Groups During 1946-1947
None
6. Specid.1 Music Groups During 1945-1946
Kind Size Sex Ages How often
they meet
Minstrel 60 4 Co-ed 14-30 Two or three
times weekly.
Special Music Groups During 1946-1947
Kind Size Sex Ages
Co-ed 30
How often
they meet
15-22 T^'o times
weekly for three
months or so.
How long
Two hours4
How long
Two hours4
(We hdve a new member who has written lyrics and
dialogue for a musical comedy. Going well, so far)
7. Summer ^usic Activities
None
8. Age Level Needing Moat Instruction
No comment.
9. Music Activities or Groups Desired
No comment
10. Needs
No comment
}I
Good Neighborhood House (cont)
11, Greatest Problem
No comment.
12. Suggestions Or Additional Remarks
Impossible to answer ctbove questions, as we are goin
through a transition period which is so confusing we
don*t know what may be possible to do in the future.
Summary
Music Activities Listed
Singing Group - 1945-43
Singing Group (Younger Children) - 1946-47
Informal Chorus - 194S-47
Minstrel Group - 1945-46
Co-ed Chorus - 1946-47
c
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Gray Houses, Inc. Includes: North Brighton Community
u enter
31 Lincoln Street and
Hano Street Center
Horth Brighton, Massachusetts
Type 01 Neighhorhooa: Polish, Lithuanian, Armemian, Italian,
Irish
1. Directed Music Activities Ehjrine: 1945-1946
Kind S^ze AS© Boys, Girls ^ How often How long;
Mixed thev meet
One and a
Chorus 10 13-15 Mixed Once weekly half hour
Special One and a
Operetta 30 7-30 Activity Once weekly half hour
Singing One and a
Games 12 8-12 Mixed Once weekly half hour
Rhythm One and a
Band 20 6-10 Mixed Once weekly Half hour
2. Directed Music Activities During 1946-1947
Kind Size Age Bovs^Girls, How often How Ipng^
Mixed thev meet
One and a
Chorus 12 13-15 Mixed Once weekly half hour
Singing One and a
Games 20 6-10 Mixed Once weekly ha.lf hour
3. Kind of Music Activities LeadershiD Relied U-oon
Staff member with other responsibilities.
4. Hecessarv ^qualifications For The Music Leadership Required
No Comment
5. Adult Music Groups During: 1945-1946
None
Adult Music Groups During: 1946-1947
None
(9
Gray Eouses
,
Inc. (cont)
6, Special llusic Groups During 1945-1946
Kind Size Sex Age How often
they meet
100
Operetta 30 Girls 7-30 Once weekly
and
Women
Special Music Groups During 1946-1947
None
7 ji Summer Music Activities
Hone
8. Age Level Needing Most Instruction
No comment
9. Music Activities Or Groups Desired
Chorus
Glee Club
Summer Programs
Operetta
10. Needs
iio comment
11. Problem
No comment
12a Suggestions Or Additional Remarks
No comment
Summary
Operetta - 1945-46
Children's Chorus - 1945-46-47
Singing Games Group - 1945-46-47
How long
One and a
half hours

Hale House
12 Davis Street
Boston, Massachusetts
101
This settlement is a nursery school and maintained
for little people only. There are about two hundred children
enrolled, all under ten years of age, coming from Negro or
southern European backgrounds. The questionnaire listed no
directed music activities of any kind, but, a plea was made
for music volunteers and for suggestions.

Hecht House
160 American Legion Highway
Dorchester, Massachusetts
Type of Neighborhood: Rus si sin-Jewish "background
1. Directed Music Activities During 1945-1946
102
Kind Size
Two Rhythmic 15
Dancing and
Folk Singing
Groups 15
Senior
Orchestra 20
Age
5-6
Boys,Girls, How often
Mixed they meet
Mixed Once weekly
How long
One hour
7-8
16 and Mixed
up
Junior
Orchestra 15 8-15 Mixed
Once weekly
Once weekly
One and sJ}
half hour
One and bj
half hoiirl
2. Directed Music Activities During 1946-1947
Listed as above with the addition of
Kind Size
Operetta
Group 25 14-16
Boys , Girls
,
Mixed
[ixed
How often
they meet
Once weekly
How long
One and a
half hou»
3, Kind of Music Activities Leadership Relied Upon
Part-time paid workers.
4, Necessary Qualifications For The Music Leadership Required
Ability to work with teenagers ajid young adults.
Training in music and group work.
5, Adult Music Groups During 1945-1946
None
i
-•
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Hecht Eouse (cont)
Adult Music GrouDS i>urine 1946-1947
Kind Size Sex Kow often thev meet How loner
Orchestra 20 Both Once weekly One and a
hair hours
6- S-oecial Music Grour.s During: 1945-1946
None
Special Llusic OrouDS During 1946-19-^7
None
7. Summer music Activities
Two day camps
Kind Size Boys, Girls, How often tliev meet Kow long
1 •
Mixed
Informal
Singing and 15 Mixed Daily One hou:
rhythmic
danc ing
Music
Appreciation 15 Mixed Daily One hou;
Groups
Instructor—Uamp counselor
8. Age level needing most music instruction
Fourteen to seventeen "because there is almost a
complete lack oi it in their program.
9. Music Activities Or GrouDS Desired
Music listening (appreciation) group.
Junior Operetta
For summer program
Similar to previous ones.

1He cht Rous e ( con ' t
)
10. Needs
Volunteers, part-time paid workers, and full time paid
worker in music. We need assistance in finding a staff
for setting up d. music listening group,
11 . Greatest Problem
Lack of adequate personnel.
12. Suggestions Or Additional Remarks
No comment
Summa^rv
Music Activities offered
Two Rhythmic Dancing and Folk Singing Groups -1945-46-47
Senior Orcnestra-1945-46-47
Junior Orchestra-1945-46-47
Operetta Group-1946-47
<0
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Jamaica Plain Neignoorhood House
276 Amopy Street
Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts
Type of Neignborhood: Irish and French-Canadian
1. Directed Music Activities During 1945-1946
Kind Size Age Boys, Girls, How often How long
Mixed tney meet
Piano
Lesson 12 Mixed Weeldy One hour
2. Directed Music Activities During 1946-1947
Kind Size Age Boys, Girls, How often How long
Mixed they meet
Chorus 25 7-12 Girls Weekly One nour
Piano
Lessons 12 Mixed Weeicly One hour
3» Kind of Music Activities Leadership Relied Upon
Staff memoer with other responsibilities.
4, Necessary Qualifications For Tne Music Leadership Required
A imowledge of cnildren's music, a desire to work with
cnildren in the afternoon, and someone wno is not a
perfectionist.
5, Adult Music Groups Durlng_19 45-1946
None
Adult Music Groups During 1946-1947
None
c
Jamaica Plain Neighborhood House (cont)
6. Special Music Groups During 1945-1946
None
Special Music Groups During 1946-1947
None
7. Summer Music Activities
None
8. Age Level Needing Most Instruction
•Teen-age and seven to eleven age group.
9. Music Groups Or Activities Desired
'Teen-age, glee club, and modern cnoir
Boys cnorus
Girls chorus
For Summer Program
No comment
10. Needs
For music volunteers in order that the program might
be enlarged,
11. Greatest Problem
Lacii of proper direction, and getting the participants
to really want to be an active part of a music program.
12. Sugj^estions Or Additional Remarks
None
Sujmnary
Music Activities Listed
Girls Chorus -19 46-47
Piano Lessons-1945-46-47
106
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Lincoln House Asiociation
80 Emerald Street
/
Boston, Mass.
Type of Neighborhood: Italian, Greek, Irish, and Syrian
1. Directed Music Activities During: 1945-1946
None
3 . Directed Music Activities P-uring 1946-1947
Kind Size Ages Boys, Girls, How often How long
Mixed they meet
Singing 15 9-13 Girls Once weekly
Choral
group 15 18 Girls Once weekly
3. Kind of Music Activities Leadership Relied Upon
Part-time paid worker.
4. Necessary Q.ualif ications For The Music Leadership Required
No comment.
5. Adult Music Groups During 1945-1946
None
Adult Music Groups Durin;^ 1946-1947
Kind Size Sex How often they
meet
Choral group 15 Girls Once weekly
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Lincoln House Association (cont)
6. Special Music Groups During 1945-1946
None
Special Music Groups Durino; 1946-1947
None
7. Summer Music Activities
None
8« Age Level Needing' Most Instruction
I think all ages need music whether it's instruction or
amusement. All ages need instruction because most of the
people in our neighborhood haven't had the opportunity.
9. Music Activities Or Groups Desired
Choral groups and community sings.
Summer Program
No comment
10. Needs
No comment
LI. Greatest Problem
No comment
13. Suggestions Or Additional Remarks
We have just started our groups, so I cannot give an
adequate suggestion.
Summary
Music Activities Listed
Singing - 1946-47
Adult Choral Group - 1346-47
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The Little House
73 A Street
South Boston 27, Mass.
Type of Neighborhood: Predominantly Irish, some Polish,
Albanian, Armenian, Lithuanian, and Italian.
1, Directed Music Activities During 1945-1946
None
3. Directed Music Activities During 1946-1947
None
3. Kind of Music Activities Leadership Relied Upon
Staff member with other responsibilities.
4. Necessary Qualifications For The Music Leadership Required
Ability to lead group singing.
5. Adult Music Groups During 1945-1946
None
Adult Music Groups During 1946-1947
None
6. Special Music Groups During 1945-1946
None
Special Music Groups During 1946-1947
None
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The Little House (cont)
Summer Muslo Activities
Size Bovs, Girls,
Mixed
How often
they meet
How long Music in'
8 tructor
or vol-
unteer
Folk
singing Mixed
Five days
a week
One half Staff
hour worker
8.
9.
10.
11.
13.
Age Level Needing Most Instruction
No comment
Music Activities or Groups Desired
Group singing - teen-age
Folk singing - 8 to 12 years
Needs
Volunteers for music work
Greatest Problem
Leadership
Suggestions Or Additional Remarks
We would like the organizing of a choral group such as
participated in the Folk Festival, and letting our
members take part.
Summary
No music, of any kind, is offered here.
({
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Margaret Fuller House, Incorporated
71 Cherry Street
Cambridge, Mass,
Type 01 Neighborhood: Irish, Italian, and Greek
1. Directed Music Activities Durinp: 1945-1946
Kind Size Ages
Piano
lessons 20 4-15
Boys ,uiTls
,
Mixed
Mixed
How often
they meet
One lesson
a week.
How long
1/2 hour
2. Directed Music Activities During 1946-1947
None
3, Kind of Music Activities Leadership Relied Upon
Since there are only piano lessons, part-time to whom
the children pay directly.
4. Jiecessarv Qualifications For The Music Leadership Required
Someone who can teach music, not as if it were being
taught to virtuosi, but in a manner that the children
will love music and it will be part of their lives,
5, Adult Music Groups During 1945-1946
Hone
Adult Music Groups During 1946-1947
None
1r
c
Margaret Fuller House, Incorporated (cont)
6, Special Music Grou-os During 1945-1946
None
Special Music Groups During 1946-1947
None
Comment : When we had a music director, we always did
Gilbert & Sullivan operetta each year,
7, Summer Music Activities
None in the House, hut, at cajnp we did a Gilhert &
Sullivan operetta with a Raacliff Music Student as
counsellor
,
8, Age Level iNeeding Most Instruction
Five to twelve, because it you start young, you have
something with which to build,
9, Music Activities Or Groups Desired
Piano lessons Choral groups
For Summer Program :
Choral work at camp.
Music for the nursery school,
10 . Needs
Volunteers and part-time paid workers to replace the
teacher we had last year who has, since, left the
community.
(I
i
Margaret Fuller House, Incorporated (cont)
11 , Greatest Problem
Finding of teachers.
12. Suggestions Or A&ditional Remarics
The finding of teachers would help our music program.
There is a definite interest in music in this House.
Summary
There is no music, of any kina, being offerea.
r{
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Marginal Street Center
72 Marginal Street
Boston, Mass.
Type of Neighborhood; Italian
1. Directed Music Activities During; 1945-1946
Kind Size Ages Boys,C-irls, How often
Mixed they meet
Folk
dancing 30 6-8 Girls Once weekly
2. Directed Kusic Activities During 1946-1947
Kind Size Ages Boys, Girls, How often
Mixed they meet
Folk
dancing 30 6-8 Girls Once weekly
3. Kind of Music Activities Leccdershiip Relied Upon
Staff member with other responsibilities.
4. Necessary Q.ualif ications For The Music Leadership Required
Knowledge of simple songs, how to teach these, and a
liking of children.
5. Adult Music Groups Diiring 1945-1946
None
Adult Music Groups During 1946-1947
None
How long
One hour
How long
One hour
r
Maargincil Street Center (cont)
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6. Sr-ecial L'usic Groups Durin.-j; 1945-1946
Kind Size A^-es 3oys , Girls
,
Hew often How long
Mixed they meet
Christmas All 5-13 Mixed In club One-half
CcLTolers club period all hour
groups thru Dec.
Species,! lifusic Groups During 1946-1947
Listed "as above".
7. Summer Music Activities
Kind Size Boys, Girls,
Mixed
How often
they meet
How long Music in-
structor
or vol-
unteer
Music in-
structor
Singing 5-12 Average All
gcur.es to (with ctll club once a summer
music re- groups through- week
cords. out the whole
membership)
8. Age Level Needing Moat Instruction
Six to ten years.
9. Music Activities Or Groups Desired
Folk songs Singing games and interesting songs
Flute or harmonica classes
For Summer Program
Similiar to previous one (like this past summer)
10. Needs
We need le-idership in musical activities very much, as
volunteers or part-time paid workers. The children are
so responsive to what little we can do. However, it is
so little.
0
(
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Marginal Street Center (cont)
11. Greatest Problem
Leadership
12 . Suggestions Or Additional Remarks
No comment
Summary
Music Activities Offered
Folk Dancing - 1945-46-47
Christmas Carolers - 1945-45-47
\ V
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Norfolk House Center
14 John Howajrd Square
Roxbury 19, Mass.
Type of Meighborhood: Cosmopolitan, predominantly, Irish
1, Directed Music Activities During 1945-1S46
Kind Size Ages Boys, Girls, How often
Mixed they Keet
Children '
s
chorus 15 9-12
' Teen-cLge
chorus 10 13-17
Piano
lessons 35 8 up
Girls
Mixed
Mixed
Weekly
Weekly
Weekly
How long
One hour
One hour
One-half
hour
2, Directed Music Activities During 1946-1947
Kind Size ges Boys, Girls, How often
Mixed they meet
How long
Piano
lessons
Once or One-half
40 8 up YAxed twice weekly hour
3» Kind of Music Activities Leadership Relied Upon
Staff men.ber with other responsibilities.
4 . Necessary Qualifications For The Music Leadership Required
No commerxt
5. Adult Music Groups During 1945-1943
None
.
II
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Norfolk House Center (cont)
Adult Mueic Groups During 1946-1947
Kind Size Sex Ages How often
they meet
Russian
chorus IS Mixed Adult Once weekly
5, Special Music Groups During 1945-1946
Kind Size Sex Ages How often
they meet
Minstrel
group 30
How long
One and a
half hours
How long
Evening -
Two hoursMixed 15-20 Weekly
Special Music Groups During 1946-1947
None
7. Suminer Music Activities
During Vacation School, a choral group was held weekly,
but, no music classes were held.
8. Age Level Needing Most Instruction
No comment
9. Music Activities Or Groups Desired
Children's chorus Adult chorus
For Summer Program
Rhythm hand Children's chorus
10. Needs
We wou?.d like a children's choral group.
I
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worfolk House Center (cont)
11. Greatest Problem
Finding a music person with enough ability to create an
interest in music among the children.
13, Sug:R'e8 tionc- Or Additional Remarks
None
Summary
Music Activities Listed
Children's Chorus - 1945-46
'Teen-d.ge Chorus - 1945-46
Adult Russian Chorus - 1946-47
Piano Lessons - 1945-46-47
Minstrel Group - 1945-45
r
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North Bennet Street Industrial School
49 North Bennet Street
Boston, Mass.
Type of Neighborhood: Italian
1, Direc ted Iv'ueic Activities Durlnp, 1945-1946
Kind
Chorus
group
Radio
club
Piano
lessons
Size
15
30
32
Ages
9-14
5-7
Boys , Girls
,
Mixed
Girls
Mixed
Mixed and
adult
How often
they meet
How long
Once weekly Two hours
Once weekly Two hours
Once weekly One half
to one
hour
2. Directed Music iictivities Pur in?: 1946-1947
Listed "as above" except 37 pupils for piano lessons.
3. Kind of Music Activities Leadership Relied Upon
Part-time paid worker.
4. Necessary Qualifications For The Music Leadership Required
Talent, interest, and initiative.
5. Adult Music Groups During 1945-1946
None
Adult Music Groups During; 1946-1947
None
r
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North Bennet Street Industrial School (cont)
6. Special :/u8ic Groups During 1945-1946
None
Special Music Groups D\iring 1946-1947
None
7. Slimmer Music Activities
8.
None
Age Level ?Teedin,?; Most Instruction
No comment
9. Music Activities Or Groups Desired
Large chorus for adults and for children.
For Summer Program
Daily singing.
10. Needs
Volunteers in music
11. Greatest Problem.
Lack of professional personnel.
13. Suggestions Or Additional Remarks
The issuing of music pamphlets with suggestions.
SuFimary
Music Activities Listed
Chorus Group - 1945-46-47
Radio Club - 1945-46-47
Piano Lessons - 1945-46-47
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North End Union
20 Parraenter Street
Boston 13, Mass,
Type of Neighborhood: Italian
!• Directed Music Activities During 1945»1^46
Kind Size Ages
Choral group 9 Adiilts
Piano class 4 Adults
Boys ,Girls
,
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
How often
they meet
How J.ong
Twice weekly Two hours
Once weekly Two hours
2. Directed Music Activities During 1946-1947
Kind Size Ages Boys,Girls, How often
Mixed thev meet
How long
Choral group 7 Adults Mixed
Piano class 2 Adults Mixed
Twice weekly Two houral
Once weekly Two houra
3« Kind of Music Activities Leadership Relied Upon
Volunteers and Staff member for music activities only,
4, Necessary Qualifications For The Music Leadership heouired
Interest
.
Knowledge and ability to put it across through under-
standing of desires of the age group.

123
North Ena Union ^cont)
Informal ity or approach. To meet the group on its own
level in the beginning.
Interest and liking people. Patience to develop a group.
5, Adult Music Groups During 1945-1946
Kind Size Sex How often they meet
Choral group 9 Mixed Twice weekly
Adult Music Groups During 1946-1947
Kind Size Sex How often thev meet
Choral group 7 Mixed Twice weekly
6, Special Music Groups During 1945-1946
Kind Size Sex How often thev meet
Band 14 Male Twice weekly
Special Music Groups During 1946-1947
Kind Size Age How often thev meet
Christmas
^arol Group 12
Band 14
Adults
Adults
Once weekly
Twice weekly
7 , Summer Music Activities
Informal singing "both in town and at camp.
8, Age Level Needing Most Instruction
Singing, for all ages.
Instrumental, 10 years and up.
How long
Two hour^
How long
Two hour^
How long
Two hourH
How long
1 1/2
hours
Two hours
\<
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North iSna Union ^cont)
9. Music ActivitieB Or GrouDS Desired.
Earmonica Band. Italian Mothers singing group. Three
or four special musical entertainments a season. Varied
music program - social - appreciation - etc,
j'or Summer Program
Italian music for children 9 to 14, Music appreciation.
Operetta. Music assemblies,
10. Needs
Advice on providing music for all kinds of people.
Groups are not "singing" enough, Good leadership is
needea,
11 . Greatest Problem
Many children register for piano lessons, but, have no
piano with which to practice. Some other type o^' music
interest shoula be maae available
.
There is lack of room space for quiet, individual work.
12. Suggestions Or Additional Kemarks
A regular once a week program, in pleasant surroundings
was carriea on two summers ago very successfully for
14 to 18 years of age, boys ana girls. Average attendance
was 30 to 40 an evening. Heading material was available.

i^orth Ena Union (cont)
Summary
Music Activities Listea
Adult choral group - 1945-46-47
Adult piano class - 1945-46-47
Band - 1945-46-47
Christmas Carol Group - 1945-46-47
f
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Olivia, Jcunes House
521 Ectst Seneth Street
Boston, Mass.
Type of Neighborhood: Predominantly Irish
1. Directed klusic Activities During 1945-1946
Kind Size Ages Soys, Girls, Kow often How long
Mixed they meet
Selected
chorus 25 12-16 Once weekly
2. Directed Music Activities During 1946-1947
Kind Size Ages Boys, Girls, How often How long
Mixed they meet
Selected
chorus 25 12-15 Once weekly
3. Kind of Music Activities Leadership Relied Upon
Staff member with other responsibilities.
4. Necessary Q.ualif ications For The Music Leadership RequiredA
Ability to ^ork ^vith teen-ctge groups, operetta leadership
b-ckground, ability to organize and direct House
orchestra.
5. Adult i:usic Groups During 1945-1946
Kind Size Sex How often they m;eet How long
Daffy (Mothers' Club Plhythm Band )
Doodlers
f1
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Olivia, James House (cont)
Adult Music Groups During; 1946-1947
Kind Size Sex How often they meet
Daffy
Doodlers (Mothers' Club Rhythm Band)
6. Special Music Groups Durino- 1945-1946
Kind Size Sex A^eB
Senior
Musical
Revue
Jimior
Musical
Revue
30
28
Carols
(Nursery) 25
Carol
singing 25
May
Festival 35
How often
they meet
Mixed 12-16 Once weekly
Mixed 9-12 Once weekly
Mixed 3-4 Daily
Girls 11-16 Once weekly
How long;
How long
Eight weeks
Six weeks
Three weeks
Six weeks
Six timesGirls 11-16 Once weekly
Special Music Groups During 1946-1947
Listed "as above"
7. Summer Music Activities
Folk songs and gitmes. Talent Festival,
8. Age Level Needing Most Instruction
'Teen-agers. Good outlet for terrific energy, emotional
upheavels, and, often, find talent that can be furthered.
ri
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Olivia James House (cont)
9. Music Activities Or Groups Desired
Greater emphasis on choral singing, operettas, and
orchestras
.
For Summer Program
No comment.
10. Needs
Special music room. Part-time paid worker.
11. Greatest Problem
"As above"
12. Sue:g:3stions Or Additional Remarks
No comment.
Summary
Music Activities Listed
Selected Chorus
Mothers' Club Rhythm Band
Senior and Junior Musical Revues
Nursery Carols
May Festival
Talent Festival
Folk Songs and Games.
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Robert Gould Shaw House
11 Windsor Street
Roxbury 20, Mass,
Type of Neighborhood: Negro
1. Directed Music Activities During 1945-1946
Kind Size Ages
Boys chorus 7 10-13
Girls chorus 12 9-12
Piano
lessons 10
Boys,Girls,
Mixed
Boys
Girls
Mixed
How often
thev meet
Once weekly
Once weekly
How long
One hour
One hour
Once weekly 3/4 hour
2. Directea Music Activities During 1946-1947
Kind Size
Girls chorus 12
13
Ages Boys,Girls, How often
Mixed thev meet
9-12
Piano
lessons
Girls
Mixed
Once weekly
Once weekly
Hgw long;
One hour
3/4 hour
3, Kind Of Music Activities Leadership Relied Upon
Staff member with other responsibilities.
4, Necessary Q.ualiiicat ions For The Music Leadership Required
A student in a music college or college.
(I
1
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Gould Shaw (cont)
5. Adult Music GrouDS During 1945^1946
Kind Size Sex How often they meet
Sliaw House
Chorus 37 Mixed Once weekly
How long
Two hours
Adult Music Groups During 1946-1947
Kind Size Sex How often they meet
Shaw House
Chorus 43 Mixed Once weekly
How long
Two hours
6. Special Music Groups During 1945-1946
Kind Size Sex Ages How often
tnev meet
How long
Operetta 30 Mixed 18-38 Once weekly, un- Two houra
til production
time. Then, three
times weekly.
Special Music Groups During 1946-1947
SexKind Size
Operetta 27
How long^Ages How often
they meet
Mixed 18-38 Once weekly, un- Two hours
til production
time. Then, three
times weekly.
r
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Gould Shaw (cont)
Summer Music Activities
Kind Size Boys ,Girls
,
Mixed
How often
thev meet
How long Music in-
structor
or vol-
unteer
Community
Sing 22 Girls Twice weekly One hour Music in-
structor
Children'
s
Operetta Mixed Four times
weekly. One hour
8. Age Level Needing Most Music Instruction
Ten to fourteen years of age, because if this group is
inspired, there are better chances for a cultural musical
background,
9. Music Activities Or Groups Desired
Boys Chorus Girls Chorus Adolescent Popular
For Summer Program
Music appreciation groups.
10. Needs
The obtaining of volunteer leadership; someone who can
plan a program ana type of music to be sung. Also, we
need a good piano.
Chorus
ff
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Gould Shaw (cont)
11. Greatest Problem
Keeping the adolescent child interested in music,
12, Suggestions or Agditional xiemarks
iiJo comment.
Summary
Music Activities Listed
Boys Chorus - 1945-46
Girls Chorus - 1945-46-47
Piano Lessons - 1945-46-47
Adult Chorus - 1945-46-47
Adult Operetta Group - 1945-46-47
Summer Play School Music Program
'I
1
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Roxbury Neighborhood House
858 Albajiy Street
Roxbury 19, Mass.
Type of Neighborhood: Irish and Italian
1. Directed Music Activities During; 1945-1946
Kind
Groups
Size Ages Boys, Girls How often How long
Mixed they meet
Piano
lessons
95 (total) Girls
(Type of work, not specified)
16 Mixed Weekly
Three meet- One and a
ings weekly, half hour
3, Directed Music Activities During; 1946-1947
Listed as "approximately the same."
•3. Kind of Music Activities Leadership Relied Upon
Part-time paid worker 1946-47
Staff member with other responsibilities 1945-47
Volunteer 1945-46
4, Nec?33ary Qualifications For The Music Leadership Required
Musical training, ijnderstanding of the principles of educa-
tion recourse, adaptability, patience, enjoyment of
people and a sense of humor. Also, artistic perception
and imagination, for good measure.
1
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Roxbury Neighborhood House (cont)
5. Adult Music Groups Durln.g: 1945-1946
None
Adult Music Groups During 1946-1947
None
6. Special Music Groups During 1945-1946
None
Speci=a Music Groups During 1946-1947
None
7. Summer Music Activities
None
8. Age Level Needing Most Instruction
Children, of first importance. Aim to create a musical
background in house membership which ^ill bear fruit
later. Children are the most impressionable and
imaginative. If a love and understanding of music can
be created, radio, records, and concerts will be a
matter of course later on.
9 . Music Activities Or Groups Desired
Should like to hold music for boys.
For Summer Program
No comment.
10. Needs
Help is needed, but most be of the right calibre.
i
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Roxbury Neighborhood House (cont)
11. Greatest Problem
Insufficient time. Not enough permanent help.
13. Suggestions Or Additional Remarks
Since my only assistant this year is one of my own
piano pupils, and since only about one third of my
time can be devoted to actual music instruction, I am
anxious, chiefly, to have v:hat we do of a high standard
rather than to incre^-se numbers.
Summary
Music Activities Listed
A group of 95 girls for music three times a ^eek.
(Type of work is not stipulated. )l945-43-47
Piano les8onsl945-46-47.
f4
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South Bay Union Center
1 •
640 Harrison Ave
Bos ton J Mass.
Type of Neighborhood: Cosmopolitan
1. Directed Music Activities During; 1945-1946
None
2. Directed Music Activities During 1946-1947
Kind Size A^jea Boys. Girls, Hov/ often How Ion?:
Mixed they meet
Operettas
"Crosspatch" 8-14 Mixed Twice weekly Two
months
"Kathleen" 8-14 Mixed Every morning Three
weeks
3. Kind of Music Activities Leadership Relied Upon
Volunteer - 1945-46
Staff member with other responsibilities - 1946-47
4. Necessary Qualifications For The Music Leadership Required
Ability to conduct choral singing for fun and conduct
group music lessons in piano.
5. Adult Music Groups Durin.q; 1945-1946
•
None
Adult Music Groups Durinp; 1946-1947
None
1^ !
rr
1^
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South Bay Union Center (cont)
6. Special Music Groups During 1945-1946
None
Special Music Groups During: 1946-1947
None
7. Summer Music Activities
Kind Size Boys, Girls, How often
Mixed they mee t
How long Mus i c in-
s true tor
or vol-
unteer
Song
assembly 70 Mixed
Every
morning
Twenty
minutes
Regular
staff
members
8. Age Level Needing Most Instruction
Eight to fourteen years old. Boys and girls,
9. Music Activities Or Groups Desired
Group lessons in piano.
For Summer Program
Song fests for children.
Instruction in piano.
10, Needs
Volunteers in music.
11 • Greatest Problem
A staff member who has a repertory of songs which are
singable.
rf
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South Bay Union Center (cent)
13. SugFcestions Or Additional Remarks
We would welcome suggestions on musical dramatics,
operettas , e tc.
.
We thought that the girls from our agency who took part
in the Folk Festival had an unusually fine experience in
being part of such a group. We feel that more opportunity
should be offered to send boys and girls to such groups
as performed in the Folk Festival.
Summary
Music Act ivi ties Listed
The preparing of two operettas - 1943-47.
Song assemblies during summer program.
r
South 3nd House Association
20 anion Parit
Boston 18, Massacnusetts
139
Type of NeigiiDorhood: Syrian
ICind Size A^?es Boys, Girls,
Mixed
How Ox ten
tney meet
now i.ons
Operetta
Chorus
Singfest
20
15
8-13
Older
People
Mxed
( 65plue)
Weeidy
Wee^y
One hour
wXic xiuu,j.
2. Directed Music Activities During 1946-1947
Kind Size Ages Boys, Girls,
i4ixed
How often
they meet
How long
Operetta
Cnorus
Singfest
20
15
8-13
Older
People
Mixed
(65 plus)
Weelcly
Wee-£ly
One hour
One hour
Music
Appreciation 8 10-14 Girls WeeJily
One and a
half hour
Piano
Lessons 12 10-14 Mixed Weelcly Half hour
3. Kind of Music Activities Leadersiiip Relied Upon
1945-1946
Two part-time
paid woricers
1946-1947
Two volunteers
Two part-time
paid worriers
4, Necessary Qualifications For Tae Music Leadership Required
S^ill in music. Interest in group leadership.
Understanding of settlement program and neighborhood.

South End House Association (con't)
5. Adult Music Grou-ps During l94.'5-1'd46
Kind Size bex How often they meet
WeeklyjSingiest 15 Mixed
(older people
65 years plus
Hqw long
One hour
Adult Music Groups During 1^46-1947
Listed "as above"
6. Special Music (xtou-js During 1945-1946
Kind How oiten
they meet
Operetta
Operetta
Chorus
Size Sea Ages
15 Mixed 8-13 Twice weekly
How long
One hour
One hour20 Mixed 8-13 Weekly
(Two operettas during the year)
Special Groups During 1946-1947
Listed "as above"
7. Summer Music Activities
Summer Play School Operetta and chorus.
Same as regular year,
8. Age Level Needing Most Instruction
Children 8-15
9. Music Activities Or Groups Desired
We would like to expand our music program, in general,
but have been unable to do so due to lack of leadership.
We are interested in Community nightly sings at our
three centers and in glee clubs.
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South End House Association (con't)
10. Needs
Leadership
Program ideas and source material
Increased use of record lending library
11. Greatest Problem
Leadership
12. Suggestions Or Adaitional Remarks
No comment
Summary
Music Activities Ofiered
Operetta Chorus - 1945-46-47
Singiest - 1S45-46-47
Music Appreciation - 1945-46
Piano Lessons - 1945-46
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Trinity Neighborhood House
406 Lleridian Street
East Boston, Mass.
Type of Neighborhood: Predominantly Italian, o-lso Canadian,
English, and Irish
1. Directed Ilusic Activities During; 1945-1946
Kind Size Ages Boys, Girls, How often
I£ixed they meet
Choral
group
Rhythm
band
Piano
lessons
23 10-16
12 5-10
Girls
Mixed
Children
23 & adults Mixed
One lesson
a week
How long
Once weekly One hour
Once weekly One hour
One-half
hour
2. Directed Music Activities Purina; 1946-1947
Kind Size Ages Boys, Girls, How often
Mixed they meet
Choral
group
Rhythm
band
Piano
lessons
24 10-16
12 5-10
Girls
Mixed
Adults &
25 Children Mixed
One lesson
a week
How long
Once weekly One hour
Once weekly One hour
One-half
hour
3. Kind ofMusic Activities Leadership Relied Upon
Leadership by the house director.
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Trinity Neighborhood House (cont)
4. Necessary Q.ual if i cations For The Music Leadership Required
No comment.
5. Adult Music Groups During 1945-1946
None
Adult Music Groups During: 1946-1947
None
6. Special Music Groups During 1945-1946
None
Specicd Music Groups During 1946-1947
None
7. Summer Music Activities
None
8. A^e Level Needinp; Most Instruction
Ten to sixteen years of age, because children are more
receptive and vitally interested in everything in this
age group.
9» Music Activities Or Groups Desired
Folk dancing
For Summer Program
Camp activities including songs and dances.
10. Needs
Volunteers in music.
fc
Trinity Neighborhood House (cont)
11. Greatest Problem
No comment
13. Sus:g:es tions Or Additional Remarks
No comment
Summajy
Music Activities Listed
Choral Group for Children - 1945-46-47
Rhythm Bajid - 1945-46-47
Piano Lessons - 1945-46-47

APPENDIX D
SURVEY OF ITJSIO AOTIVITIES IN
MASSAoHUSjtiTTS SiiJTTLEMENT HOUSES (Boston Excluded)
Frienaly House, Inc.
38 Wall Street
Worcester, Massachusetts
Type of Neighoorhood: GosmoDolitan
1 . Directed Music Activities During 1945--1946
None
2. Directed Music Activities During 1946-1947
Kind Size Ages Boys,Oirls, How often How long
Mixed they meet
30-35 7-12 Mixed Once weekly One and a
half hour
3. Kind Of Music Activities Leadership Relied Ur)on
Staff member with other responsibilities.
4. Necessary Qualifications For The Music Leadership Required
No comment
5. Adult Music Groups During 1945-1946
None
Adult Music Groups DuJing 1946-1947
Uone
6. Special Music Groups During 1945-1946
None
Special Music Groups During 1946-1947
Kind Size Sex Ages How often How long
they meet
25 Female (Going to direct a Gay Nineties
Revue)
1
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Friendly House, Inc. (cont)
7. S\mnier il!u8ic Activities
None
8. Age Level Needing ?uOst Instruction
No comment.
9. Music Activities Or Groups Desired
No comnient
For Sumn:er Program
No comment
10. Needs
No comment.
11 . Greatest Problem
Obtaining music to fit the prograin.
12. Suggestions Or Additional Remarks
None
Summary
Music Activities Listed
Some music activity with younger children. Kind not
designated. - 1946-47
Gay Nineties Revue - 1946-47

The People's Institute
Northampton, Massachusetts
Type of Neighborhood: Cosraopolltan
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1. Directed Music Activities During 1945-1946
Kind Size Ages Boys,Girls, How often
Mixed they meet
Children'
s
chorus 25 4-10
Piano
lessons 10
Girls
Girls
Weekly
Weekly
How long
One hour
One hour
2. Directed Music Activities During 1946-1947
Listed "as above" - but 6 in pismo.
3. Kind of Music Activities Leadership Relied Upon
For children, a student volunteer.
For Girls City Club Chorus, one of their own members.
4. Necessary Qualifications For The Music LeadershiD Required
Know music ana how to get along with children.
5. Adult Music Groups During 1945-1946
Kind Age Sex How often they meet
Girls City
Club ^Jhorus IB -30 Liirls Weekly
How long
I
Two hours
c:
The People's Institute Icont)
Adult Music Oroups During 1946-1^47
Listed same as preceding page,
6, STpecial Music Groups Ehiring 1945-1946
Hone
Special Music Groups During 1946-1947
None
7, Summer Music Activities
None
8, Age Level Needing Most Instruction
^lo comment,
9, Music Activities Or Groups Desired
Program this year quite satisfactory,
HOT Summer Program
iMone - We are closea during July and August. Smith
College has a music program in summer for children,
10, Needs
Volunteers
11 • Greatest Problem
No comment
12, Suggestions Or Additional riemarks
No comment

The People's Institute Icont)
Summary
Music Activities Listed
Children's Chorus - 1945-46-47
Girls City Club - 1945-46-47
Piano Lessons - 1945-46-47

The following Massachusetts Houses did not
answer the questionnaire:
Dunbar Community League, Inc«
643 Union Street
Springfield, Massachusetts
Hawthorne Club
9 Woodside Park
Winthrop, Massachusetts
House of Seven Gables
54 Turner Street
Salem, Massachusetts
King Philip Settlement House
334 Tuttle Street
Fall River, Massachusetts
Olivet Comruunity House
Springfield
Massachusetts
West Springfield Neighborhood House
647 Main Street
West Springfield, Massachusetts

A.PPE>jDIX e
SURVEY OF BOSTON SETTLEriENT ML SIC SaHQOLS
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All Newton Music School, Inc.
398 Walnut Street
Newtonville 60, Massachusetts
Type of Neighborhood: Cosmopolitan
1 . Directed Music Activities During 1945-1946
Kind Size Age Boys,Girls,
Mixed
How often How long
they meet
Indiviaual Various 7 to Mixed
lessons and adult
music groups
Daily
Sessions
Varying
in
L ength
2, Directed Music Activities During 1946-1947
Same as "above"
3, Kind of Music Activities Leadership Relied Ur)on
Part-time paid workers
Two staff members for musical activities only
4. Necessary Qualifications For The Music Leadership Required
Academic training beyond High School — professional
training and sufficient experience,
5. Adult Music Group D^oring 1945-1946
Kind Size Sex
Three
Junior
Orchestras Mixed 8-12
Senior Orchestras Mixed 13-30
Six Theory Classes Mixed 5-14
How often
they meet
Weekly
Weekly
Weekly
How long
One hour
One hour
and a half
30-40 minutes
Adult Music Group During 1946-1947
Listed "as above"
€
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All Newton Music School, Inc, (cont)
6. STDeodal Groups During 1945-1946
Kind Sex How often they meet How long-
String Mixed Weekly Varying,Usually,
quartets, 7:30 p.m. on
quintets , trios
Special Groups During 1946-1947
Listed "as a/oove"
7 . Summer Music Activities
None, during 1946, but, a six weeks summer course in indiv-
dual instrumental lessons July 1, to August 15, 1947,
8 . Age Level Needing Most Music Instruction
From six to twelve before entering Junior High School,
as we find that students who have a good solid start in
music before reaching Junior High School stay with it
through Senior High School ajid beyond,
9. Music Groups or Activities Desired
No comment
10. Needs
No comment
11. Grea^test Problem
Perpetual effort towards gaining and maintaining interest
so as to encourage intelligent practice between lessons.
12. Suggestions Or Additione^l Remarks
Special emphasis has been placed at this school on
pupils using their music whenever and wherever possible-at
home-in school - in church etc. Opportunities axe given
i
All Newton Music School, Inc. (con't)
for sight reading and accompanying unaer supervision
from the earliest stages, starting with six and seven
year old pupils playing very simple folk tunes with one
hand, then two, etc., and carrying through to the adult
level in string groups, playing the works of the masters*
Playing classes and informal recitals work up to
the formal student recitals and concerts. Board memoers
and Mother's Auxiliary assist in special fund raising,
social functions, etc.
i
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Boston Kusic School, Inc.
41 Allen Street
Boston 14, Massachusetts
Registrations 1945-46 323: Males 107, Females 216
Ages 5 to 60
Ho volunteers, aJ.1 teachers and office personnel are paid.
Groups include classes in Solfege, Harmony, Counterpoint,
Composition, English Literature, llusical History, Interpretation,
Senior and Junior Orchestras, EnsemMe groups, Ghon;s.
Summer School for 1947 July 1 to August 14. Three days
each week.
Full course of study. The last four years are of collegi-
ate grade.
The curriculum has heen approved hy the Massachusetts
Board of Collegiate Authority. This enables the school to
accept Veterans of World War II under Piihlic Laws 346 and 16.
The courses of study are designed to meet the musical
needs of special students who study for culture and pleasure,
and who have not the time for a full course, and those who
study with a view to professional life.
The greatest need of the School at present is a building
with an auditorium and adequate facilities for carrying on the
educational work.
All age levels need musical instruction. Our experience
is entirely against establishing any age limit.
cI
South End Music School
32 Rutland Street
Boston, Massachusetts
155
Type of Neighborhood: Irish, Canadian, British
1 . Directed Music Activities During 1945-1946
Kind Size Age Boys , Girls
,
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
How often
they meet
Once weekly
Once weekly
Solfege Class 4-12 5-40
Piano Lessons
and
Individual Lessons
in Violin, Voice
,
'Cello, Trumpet, Oboe
Drum, Clarinet,
Saxophone
.
2. Directed Music Activities During 1946-1947
Kind Size Age Boys ,Girls
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Solfege Class 4-12 3-40
Piano Lessons
and
Individual Lessons
in Violin, Voice
' Cello
,
Trumpet
,
Oboe, Drum,
Clarinet
,
Saxophone,
3 , Kind Of Music Leadership Relied UTPon
Part -time paid workers.
Kow often
they meet
Once weekly
Once weekly
How long
One hour
One half
to one
hour
How long
One hour
One half
to one
hour
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South End Music School (con*t)
4, Necessary Qualifications For The Music Leadership Required
Innate music ability. Thorough and broad training.
Ability as performer. Experience in teaching. Interest
in people and personal problems. Social view-point,
5. Adult Music Groups During 1945-1946
Kind Size Sex How often they meet How long;
One hour
Solfege
Class 4-12 Mixed Once weekly
Adult Music Groups During 1946-1947
Listed as "much the same as 1945-1946
6, Special Music Groups During 1945-1946
Kind Size Sex How oiten they meet
Orchestra 15 Mixed Once weekly
Special Music Groups During 1946-1947
Listed as "much the same as 1945-1946"
7, Summer Music Activities
Music
Kind Size Boys,Girls, How often How long instructor
Mixed they meet or Volunteer
How long
One and a
half hours
One
Soliege 10
Adults
Mixed
Once a
week
One
Hour
Music
Instructor
The music program was very limited. There were two
or three teachers one or two days a week. The building
W8>s open week day evenings for practice.
8. Age Level Needing Most Instruction
Young children, because 'teen a.ge and adult pupils
who come to us have had atrociously bad teaching. We want
V
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South End Music School (cont)
to get children when tney are young and start tnem right,
9, 2/Iusic Activities Or Groups Desired
Adult orcnestra
Adult chorus
Music appreciation classes
More cnoral worli for children
More adult solfege classes, especially some planned for
jiotaers taiiing lessons.
For Summer Program
No comment
10. Needs
Part-time and full time paid worJiers. We are always
interested to iaiow of well qualified teachers desirous
of entering this type of worlc,
11, Greatest Problem
Qualified teachers, and aoney for them.
12. Suggestions Or Additional Remarks
A development of a record library, and its use in Music
Appreciation classes would help us in music activities.
A fairly large group of outsiders (i.e. otner than
pupils) are using practice pianos, and pay to do so.
Summary
Music Program Includes
Solfege Classes
Individual lessons in piano, violin, voice, 'cello,
trumpet, oooe, drum, clarinet, saxophone, orcnestra.
r


